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ABSTRACT

Reliable prediction of inelastic structural response during severe seismic excitations has
proven to be an extremely difficult task. Although analytical models exist for structural elements, the accuracy of response predictions is limited by the assumptions inherent in modeling
inelastic behavior. Therefore, experimental testing remains the most reliable means of assessing structural perfOlmance under dynamic loading conditions.
The pseudodynamic test method has been suggested as a means for overcoming many of
the limitations associated with shaking table testing. This method provides realistic seismic
simulation using equipment that is considerably less expensive than that needed to build a
shaking table. In the pseudodynamic method, conventional time domain analysis procedures
are combined with experimentally measured information in order to simulate seismic response.
The equations of motion for a discrete parameter model of the test specimen structural system
are solved on-line using a step-by-step numerical integration method. Inertial and damping
forces are modeled analytically, while nonlinear structural restoring force characteristics are
measured experimentally.
Previous work on the pseudodynamic method has primarily considered simple planar
structures subjected to a single horizontal component of base excitation. This has been generalized herein to consider arbitrary structural configurations subjected to a fixed base excitation
with up to six components. The extended system of equations of motion was verified using a
three degree of freedom steel specimen that was tested on a shaking table as well as using the
pseudodynamic method. In performing pseudodynamic tests, it has been found that great care
must be taken to avoid introducing experimental errors into the test, since these errors tend to
propagate and contaminate response results with spurious higher mode response. Practical
observations on implementing and operating a pseudodynamic test system are given based on
experience gained in using the test system implemented at the University of California.

Berkeley. An attempt is also made to specify criteria to be used to determine the reliability of
results from a given test.
A new formulation of the method that can be used to perform tests at or near real time is
also presented. This new technique uses force control, and would be useful in testing structures
composed of rate sensitive materials where the conventional pseudodynamic method is not
applicable.
Most current implementations of the pseudodynamic method use an explicit integration
operator. These methods are only conditionally stable and necessitate the use of very small
time steps for systems with widely spaced modes. A new method is proposed herein that
allows fully implicit integration methods to be used without requiring iteration or estimation of
tangent stiffness properties. The basis of the new method is that the equations of motion are
solved using a hybrid approach, where part of the solution is performed digitally and the
remainder is solved in analog form. Verification tests showed the method does give unconditional numerical stability as well as accurate results. In addition, using a larger time step would
allow tests to be performed more quickly and would also reduce error propagation problems.
The fonn of the new method also suggests a completely new hardware layout for pseudodynamic testing, and this new architecture would make several interesting types of tests possible. It would be possible, for example, to use force control testing, eliminating many problems
currently found in testing stiff structures. Also, substructure analysis techniques could be used
to physically test only critical portions of a structure.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.0 General
Reliable f!'ediction of inelastic structural performance during a severe seismic event is an
extremely difficult task, due to the complex nonlinear behavior exhibited by members and connectors. Although nonlinear analytical models exist for such structural elements, the accuracy of the
resulting resJX>nse predictioos is limited by assumptions in the mathematical description of the
mcxlel. For this reason, experimental testing remains the most reliable means of assessing seismic
performance and devising improved design and analysis methods. Quasi-static testing, in which
prescribed displacement or load histories are applied to the specimen, provide valuable information
on the performance of various detailing alternatives, but generally it is difficult to relate the energy
dissipation capacity of such details with that required for seismic safety.
Shaking table tests can provide realistic respoose simulation. However, the size and mass of
specimens are limited, often making reduced scale mcxlels necessary. It is also JX>SSible that massive specimens may dynamically interact with the shake table, resulting in ground acceleration histories different from thaie specified. With current tables available in the U.S., the table excitation
is typically limited to one lateral component and paisibly an additional vertical component. The
acceleration, velocity and displacement of the table excitation are also limited in magnitude and
frequency content by the characteristics of the controlling electnrhydraulic system. These restrictions and the cait of performing shaking table tests have limited the usefulness of this methcxl.
The pseudcxlynamic method is an on-line computer controlled testing technique that overcomes many limitations in shaking table testing, while using the same equipment necessary in
quasi-static testing. The pseudcxlynamic test methcxl was initially implemented in Japan at the
Institute of Industrial Science of the University of Tokyo and the Building Research Institute of the
Ministry of Construction [1]. The methcxl involves idealizing the test structure as a discrete parameter system, with mass and damping analytically modeled. Conventional time domain dynamic
analysis procedures are used to incrementally solve the equations of motion in terms of the specified mass and damping, the measured restoring force, and a predefined ground acceleration record.
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The p;eudodynamic test methoo can be visualized as a dual loop system, as shawn in Fig. 1.1,
where the outer loop represents the COlTIJXlter and associated hardware that solve the equations of
motion, and the inner loop is the electro-hydraulic displacement control system resronsible for
imposing the desired displacements.
The JRudooynamic test methoo allows large massive structures to be tested and since the test
is performed slowly, arbitrarily large ground excitations can be used. Furthermore, since the forcing function is analytically described, excitation can be due to generalized multiple component fixed

rose movement,

given the proper form of the equations of motion. It is even possible to consider

hydrodynamic forces exciting the structure, oo.ce the analytical model is chooen and the equations

of motion are written appropriately in terms of the fluid forces.
The p;eudodynamic method has already been used for many actual seismic performance tests
[28-35], but difficulties have been reported in some of these tests [20]. In some cases involving stiff
multiple degree of freedom systems, force fluctuations have been OCserved due to the inability of
the test system to accurately coo.trol displacements. In other cases, the structural response in a
p;eudodynamic test has been contaminated by spurious higher mode response. The most serious
errors have been found to be those resulting from improperly imposing specified displacements.
When the displacements are incorrect, the corresponding restoring force is also in error, and the
resulting force perturbation propagates throughout the remainder of the test. The displacement
errors can be due either to electro-hydraulic control problems, to inadequate instrumentation and
setup procedures, or to poor software implementation of the p;eudodynamic method.
A study at the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor [6], was performed to investigate
improved actuator control techniques. To gain insight into the factors coo.trolling the reliability of
p;eudodynamic test results, the propagation of experimental errors [8,20,21,22] and the suitability
of various integratioo. operators have been studied at the University of California, Berkeley, and
elsewhere [2,3,4,11,12]. However, these various studies have yet to be generalized, and the awlicability of the p;eudooynamic test methoo to multiple degree of freedom systems remains to be
demonstrated by means of well coo.trolled verification tests. In view of the IX>tential benefits of a
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reliable and verified p;eudodynamic method, the establishment of guidelines for its implementation, and the formulation of methexls to increase its accuracy and applicability, a variety of studies
have been undertaken as outlined below.

1.1 Objectives
The JXlTPOSe of this investigation is to generalize and extend the capabilities of the p;eudodynamic test method and also to study the reliability of test results. The hardware used to perform
tests will be reviewed, with an emphasis on identifying sources of experimental error and techniques to mitigate adverse effects of these errors. In particular, the electro-hydraulic control loop
will be investigated to see if adequate performance can be achieved. The components of a test system, bcXh hardware and software, will be examined in detail to identify attributes of a system with
which successful tests can be performed. In addition, techniques will be presented that would allow
faulty components of the system to be identified so that corrective action can be taken. In order to
focus attentioo on important areas in p;eudooynamic testing, specific experiences will be
highlighted regarding the imJiementation and ~ation of the Berkeley p;eudodynamic test system.
Verification tests performed to date have considered planar structures subjected to single
component 00se excitations and have been restricted to structures with only a few degrees of freedom. These tests mimic conventiooal shaking tatle tests \\here the ground motion input is limited
by shaking table capabilities. The p;eudodynarnic method can be implemented, using a suitable

form of the equations of motion, to consider general structural configuration and fixed base excitation with six degree of freedom.

While nooplanar p;eudodynamic tests have been performed

[28,30], the resulting response was compared with analytical results. In order to verify the p;eudodynamic method more fully, a study correlating shaking table and p;eudodynamic results is
required using a nonplanar multiple degree of freedom specimen.
Several cases where existing p;eudodynamic p-ocedures have difficulties have been identified.
These relate to specimens that must be tested at speeds approaching real time, and stiff systems
with many degrees of freedom.

Consequently, studies to solve these problems have also been
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initiated.

In some awlications, it v.oo.ld be advantageoos to perlonn the pieudodynamic tests at or near

real time. However, in the p;eudodynamic method tests are perlormed slowly because dynamic
effects are accounted for in the equations of motion. Thus, when near real time tests are desirable,
this cannot be achieved by merely using the current algorithm and perlorming the test more
quickly. Actual inertial and dampng forces would then be introduced to the specimen. A force
control procedure for perlorming rapid testing is fonnulated herein. Potential advantages and difficulties are identified.

As experience is gained in p;eudodynamic testing, more com{iex specimens will be considered. The exJiicit formulation of the numerical integration qJerator used to date, however, is
ooly conditionally stable. Therefore, it is necessary to limit the time step (~t) to be less than 2Jw,
where w is the highest natural frequency of the test sprimen. The result may be a very small time
step, even if only a few of the lower modes of the structure contribute significantly to the dynamic

resrxmse.

As the number of step" in a test is increased, problems with error

pr~agation

also

increase. It ~DU.1d be beneficial to select 1:J..t to ensure accuracy in the resJX>nding modes, rather
than as a stability constraint. In order to achieve unconditional numerical stability, however, an

implicit integration operator must be used.
Attempts to use im{iicit integration schemes have been made, but have shown only limited
success. Conventional analytical approoches using iteration cannot be used because the behavior of
a real specimen is path dependent. Alternately, implicit schemes could be used if a good estimate
of the specimen's tangent stiffness lXOperties could be made on each step. However, the fonnation
of a tangent stiffness matrix using experimental data has proven to be extremely difficult, if not

impossible. These problems have lead many researchers to aoo.ndon implicit methods. However, a
new pieudodynarnic algorithm is propa;ed and tested herein that allows fully implicit integration
schemes to be used. The new method is not iterative, and does not require the fonnulation of a
tangent stiffness matrix. Rather than making simJiifying assumptions, the new method uses available experimental data and a hybrid approoch. Using this hybrid awroach, the equations of motion
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are solved in part on a digital computer and in part using analog voltage signals and summing
amplifiers.

1.2 Scope
This thesis is intended to show the applica}jlity of several new areas in pseudcxlynamic testing
and to describe, in general, how a pseudodynamic system should be imJiemented and how to successfully perfonn tests. The information will be partially review so that this thesis can be used as a
general reference, and where new techniques are proposed, verificatioo tests results and implementation details will be given.
The cootents of this thesis are in the following order. In O1apter 2 the governing equations of
motion are presented, together with aPJXopriate step-by-step integration methods to implement conventional pseudodynamic tests. Extensions to allow general three dimensional loading are given,
together with transformation techniques to allow ar}jtrary user defined coordinate systems to be
used in calculations. The typical effects of error propagation are also described. In O1apter 3 the

Jbysical observations collected in p;:rforming many tests is presented. Sources of error are identified, together with mitigation techniques, and crucial hardware components are also discussed. The
general behavior of electro-hydraulic systems under displacement control is described. The software
needed to perform pseudodynamic tests is described in general terms.
The general three dimensional formulation using multiple ccmponent base excitation is
presented in Olapter 4. Oxnparisons are made between shaking table and pseudodynamic results to
verify this formulation. Problems encoontered in rx:rforming the pseudcxlynamic test are described
together with remedial actioos taken during the test.

In Olapter 5 a new form of the pseudcxlynamic test method is presented that could be used
to perfmm near real time tests. High speed tests \mUld be useful for structures that are likely to
show rate sensitive behavior.
The hybrid form of the pseudodynamic method that allows implicit integration schemes to be
used is presented in O1apter 6, together with verification tests using the new method. Different
computer architectures that cwld be used to implement the new methcxl are discussed. Using the
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new method with an appropriate hardware layout opens the possili.lity of perlonrung many different
types of tests, such as force control and substructure testing. These pa5Sibilities are briefly dis-

cussed.
Fmally, (bapter 7 swnmarizes the work, drawing general conclusions and observations. Areas
requiring additional research are indicated.

7

2. THE PSEUDODYNAMIC ALGORITHM
2.0 Introduction
The pseudodynamic test method combines cooventional time domain dynamic analysis procedures with experimentally acquired infonnation to provide realistic dynamic response histories.
The test structure is idealized as a discrete parameter system, and the equations of motion for the
resulting system can be represented as a system of secood-order ordinary differential equations.
The inertial and viscous damping properties are analytically described, and the loading function is
user specified. In performing a test, the equatioos of motion are solved by direct step-by-step
numerical integration. Hydraulic actuators are used to impose the calculated structural displacements for each of the discrete degrees of freedom, and the resulting restoring forces are measured
for use by the integration algorithm on the next step.
The assumptioo that the structure can be adequately modeled as a discrete spring-mass sys-

tem and the errors introduced by discretizing time are also present in analytical procedures. However, in the pseudodynamic method the structural stiffness properties need not be idealized because
the actual properties are measured during testing. Since the largest errors in dynamic analysis are
generally introduced by modeling the structural restoring force characteristics, it is reasonable to
expect that the pseudodynamic method will produce very good results, even for structures heavily

damaged by earthquakes.

2.1 Numerical Technique
Given a discrete parameter model of a structural system, the equations of motioo can be
stated in matrix form as :
Mii
where

+ eli + r

= f

M is the mass matrix

e is the viscous damping matrix
r is the structural restoring force
liand and ii are the velocity and acceleration vectors, respectively

(2.1)
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f is a loading functioo

The restoring force is in general a function of the current dispacement state and of the
response history. In an elastic system the restoring force can be idealized as r

= Ku,

where K is

the stiffness matrix and u is the displacement vector. For inelastic systems more complex models
are required. The solutioo of Eq. (2.1) can be awroximated using direct step-by-step integration
techniques where the the time inteIVal [O,'r] is divided into N equal steps of f:J.t = 'TIN, giving:
Maj

+ CVj + rj

= fj

(2.2)

where 3j and Vj awroximate ii(i&) and u(if:J.t), r~ctively, and f;=f(if:J.t).

In a JEeudodynamic test, the structural restoring force is experimentally measured at each
step, whereas M, C, and r are specified and

3,

v and d are computed at each step. The p;eud<r

dynamic algorithm can now be described recursively considering the general ~rations at step i of
a test. The procedure wood be :
• calculate the displacements at the next step d j +1 , using an appropriate
numerical integratioo methcxl
• impa;e these displacements on the specimen, using computer controlled
electr<rhydraulic actuators
- wait for actuators to stop and measure the restoring forces

rj+l

associated

with the new dispacements
- calculate 3i+l>

Vj +l

and other computed response quantities

-continue
This chapter will study the numerical solution techniques and their behavior when used in
p;eudcxlynamic tests. Previrns work will be summarized and extended into a more general fonn, as
used in the tests described in Cbarter 4. Alternate forms will be presented in sub;equent charters.

2.2 Integration Operators
Considerable effort has been made [2,3,8,11,12,15,16] to identify which step-by-step integration algorithms are best suited to p;eudodynamic testing. Currently, explicit integration algorithms
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are moo commonly used. Implicit algorithms that require lmowledge of the specimens tangent
stiffness on each step have been largely abandoned, for two reasons : a) tangent stiffnesses are only
estimates, and have JXoved difficult or impoo;ilie to measure reliably and b) iterative procedures
used in analysis to reduce equilibrium errors cannot be used in a p;eudodynamic test because specimen restoring forces are in general path dependent. While these two limitations are indeed true, a
new method has been been develcped, as descrired in O1apter 6, \\hich allo\\S implicit algorithms
to be used. However, further discussion in this chapter will be limited to explicit integration procedures.
The t\\U explicit methods most commonly used in p;eudodynamic testing are the central
difference and the explicit Newmark methods. It was shown by Shing and Mahin [12] that these
two methods are in fact numerically equivalent once started, if the computed displacements are
used in the calculations. Since the two methods are equivalent, and the Newmark form is a single
step method that is self starting, mly the Newmark form will be presented here. The properties of

the explicit algorithms JXesented here are adapted from Shing and Mahin [12] and are presented for
completeness. The actual development of stability, energy dissipatioo and period distortion properties will not be presented here in the interest of brevity. Those interested in more detail should
refer to the original piper.

2.2.1 The Newmark Method
The Newmark method uses Eq. (2.2) along with interpolative functions for displacement and
velocity:
d j +1 = dj
Vi+l

+ lit Vj + (Ih - (3) lit 2 3j + (3 .1.t2 ai+l

(2.3)

+ (1 - ,,/).1.t 3j + "/ lit 8i+l

(2.4)

= Vj

Selecting (3=0 and -y=1h results in the explicit single step algorithm used in the Berkeley
implementation of the p;eudodynarnic test method. The stability condition for this method in the
linear elastic range is :

o :s;

w lit :s; 2

(2.5)

The stability condition must be satisfied for all of a discrete structure's natural frequencies (w), so
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flt must be detennined by stability limits related to the highest natural frequency rather than by

accuracy considerations in the modes of interest. This is true even if the highest mode does not
contri1:x.lte to the response. A formal stalility limit for nonlinear structural systems has not yet
been developed, but it has been found [12] that satisfactory results can be obtained by selecting At
so that the incremental displacements are small enough to accurately trace the response loops. The
insight gained from traditional nonlinear analysis shows that this condition is sufficient, if the structure softens with damage as is usually the case.
The explicit fann of Newmark's method with 'Y=% is nondissipative. However, the actual

response frequencies eX the discrete structure are distorted (increased) to w, v,here :

_ = -arctan
1
w
flt

[V

4 -(w2At 2 - 2)2 ]
2 - w2At2

When flt is selected such that there are 20 or more step; per resp:lnse cycle (ie., Atrr

(2.6)

< 0.05,

v,here T = 21T/W), the error is less than 1%.
2.2.2 The Modified Newmark Method

In dynamically modeling structural systems, it has traditionally been a difficult task to select
realistic damping parameters. The usual approoch is to select a viscous damping matrix that will
give modal damping ratios suitable for the given structure's materials, configuration, and displacement amplitude. Also, in performing pseudodynamic tests, it has been found that certain

~

of

experimental errors lead to the spurious excitation of higher modes, and it is often desirable to
damp these modes so that they do not contaminate the dynamic resp:lnse simulation. Based on
elastic analysis procedures, Cauchy damping can be used to obtain prescribed damping ratia; at particular frequencies, though usually only mass and stiffness proJX)rtional terms are used.
Such viscous damping matrices are convenient analytical tools, but their usefulness in pseudodynamic testing is less clear. It has been shown by Shing and Mahin [16], that using a constant
damping matrix based on initial elastic structural JX'operties can lead to unpredictable results. As
the structure yields, it was found that the actual modal damping ratios can change sul:6tantially. In
puticular, if the initial damping for the higher modes are set very large to control spurious

11
a;cillations, excessive dampng may be introduced in the lower modes when the structure yields.

In an attemiX to treat the dampng p-oblem more uniformly, Shing and Mahin [12] have prop:>sed a variation of Newmark's method that pa;sesses dissipative properties. Rather than using a
viscous damping matrix, the numerical integration scheme can be used to dissipate energy in a controlled fashion. The form proposed in Ref. 11 is particularly attractive in that the damping monotonically increases with w At, and can be set equal to zero at any specified value of w At, as shown
in Fig. 2.1. The period shrinkage characteristics for this method can are shown in Fig. 2.2. The
modified form of the equations of motion is :

Maj+1

+

[(1 + 0:) K +

I

t;r-M d j + 1 = ti+1

+ (o:K +

t;r-M) d j

(2.7)

and

d j + 1 = dj
Vj+1 = Vj

+ tit Vj + %At 2 d j
+ lhAt (aj + ai+1)

(2.8)
(2.9)

The viscous damping matrix is not included in this formulation because it is anticipated that
the damping inherent in the integraticn method will be used for both the modeling of structural
damping and also the mitigation of error induced higher mode response.
To obtain numerical damping that increases with frequency (as shown in Fig. 2.1), p should

re

negative and

0:

should

re

positive. Under these assumptions and letting fi

= w At and

IT = wAt, the stability condition for this algorithm is :
~I <:
P 0: -

A. <:

WLU

-

1

+ Vi

- (1 + 0:) P
1 + 0:

(2.10)

The effective damping ratio and shifted frequency are given by :
F = _ In (1 - 0:,02 - p)

."

w=
When fi <

2fi

arctan ({,02 -lh[(l + 0:),02 + p]2}l!I)
1 -lh(l + 0:)fi2 -lhp

(2.11)
(2.12)

V -p/o:., the damping recomes negative and the solution becomes unstable. By

selecting appropriate values of p and 0: it is pa;sible to have small damping in the lO\Ver modes and
large dampng for the higher modes. This feature is very useful for p;eudodynamic testing. Shing
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and Mahin [22] have presented an algorithm that will ensure that the damping will always remain
JX)Sitive, even as the structure yields and the natural frequencies decrease.

2.3 Generalization of the Equations of Motion

2.3.1 The Forcing Function
The pseudodynamic test method is usually formulated in terms of seismic loads, but the loading function is in fact quite artitrary. Impact, vehicle, aeroelastic and other loads may be considered. Where appropriate, the equations of motim can by modified to include hydrodynamic and
other nonlinear effects.
In the simplest case of seismic looding, a panar structure is excited by a single lateral ground
acceleration, giving :
fj=M {I} a"~
where

(2.13)

f j is the force vector at time i At
{I} is a vector of ones
a"~ is the ground acceleration at time i At

The above formulation essentially permits tests to be performed as they are performed on
shaking tables with a single horizontal component of motion. The pseudooynamic method, however, can easily be extended to nm-planar structures subjected to multiple component fixed 00se
excitations. Examples and verification studies of this extension are included in Olapter 4. The forcing function in this case becanes :
f; = MBag,
where

(2.14)

B is the ground acceleration transformatim matrix

a'l is the ground acceleration vector
The component Bij is the acceleration at structural degree of freedom i when the structure
acts as rigid body under unit acceleration of ground component j. The B matrix is constant for a
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given test, ooce specimen configuration and ground motion inputs are determined. This form of the
forcing function makes it pa;siHe to conduct tests that could not be performed

00

conventional

shaking tables, since a completely general fixed base motioo may be specified.

2.3.2 Coordinate Transfonnations
The coordinate system determined by the location of the actuators on a structural specimen
may not be the ma>t convenient one for analytically describing the inertial and damping properties

of the structure. A linear transformation between the actuator degrees of freedom and any other
desired set is easy to implement, and can be very useful. The transformation can be described in
matrix form as :

d = Td
where

(2.15)

d is the displacement vector in actuator coordinates
T is a user supplied transformation matrix

d is the displacement vector in a new coordinate system
The equatioos of motion become :
MTa + CTv+ r = f

(2.16)

Premultiplying by the force transformation matrix, which is the transpa;e of T, gives :

(2.17)
Rewriting in the new coordinate system, we have:

Ma + Cv+ r =

f

f = MEag
In this form the user would supply information in the new coordinate system (M,
T), and the solution algorithm would be :
• calculate di+l

• measure ri+ 1
• calculate ~+1 = Tri+l

(2.18)
(2.19)

C, :B and
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• calculate 3;+1 and

VJ+1

• continue

2.3.2.1 Geometric Corrections
In a nonplanar test, such as the one described in OlaJXer 4, the finite actuator length may
induce geometric displacement errors as shown in Fig. 2.3. The transfonnation of roth actuator
force and structural displacement into the internal coordinate system may in this case be nonlinear.
The solution algorithm described for linear coordinate transformations would still apply, since the
actuator forces would need to be transformed to the internal coordinate system, and the internal
displacements would need to be transformed into approIXiate actuator displacements, but the
transformations would be performed by general subroutines rather than by simple matrix multiplication.

2.3.3 Reduction of Degrees of Freedom

In an experiment where there are many actuators, it is pa;sible to perform the test in terms
of a reduced set of degrees of freedom by using a set of Ritz shape functions. The implementation
would be very similar to the general coordinate transformation described above, except that T
would not be square, and the number of degrees of freedom in the equations of motion would be
less than the number of actuators. This approach would ease the numerical stability constraint on
& by only including the lower modes of a complex structure. That is, the maximum natural fre-

quency of the system is reduced. The penalty, of course, is that by selecting Ritz shapes the actual

response is constrained, and effects like soft story formation may be 100. Since the purpose of the
p;eudodynamic method is to determine realistic response histories, this method should be used with
caution, and in light of the globally stable integration scheme described in O1apter 6, the method
may not be necessary.

2.3.4 Geometric Stiffness
In some tests a specimen may not have actual masses installed to simulate realistic gravity
loads. This is possible in a p;eudodynamic test because the inertial forces are modeled analytically.
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It may, hcmever, be desirable in these tests to approximate the geometric stiffness effects of the
missing mass. A simple linear correction can be achieved by allcming the user to supply a geometric
stiffness matrix for the structure and using this matrix to correct the measured force vector in tenns

of the current displacements, as in :

r=
where

r -Kg d

(2.20)

r is the modified force vector
Kg is the user specified geometric stiffness matrix

The researcher must decide whether this app:-oach is appropriate for a given experiment,
since the gravity loads may actually be necessary to ensure the proper stress states exist in structural
members, particularly in columns.

2.4 Experimental Error Effects

In a pseudodynamic test, any errors occurring while im}X)sing a desired dispacement or in
measuring restoring forces at a given step tend to propagate throughout the remainder of the test.
These errors are the most important indicator of the quality of test results in a pseudodynamic test,
and have been extensively studied [8,12,13,20,21,22]. Performing pseudodynamic tests without
considering these error effects will almost certainly lead to JXXJI' results, but it is now clear that if
the significant errors are minimized very good results can be achieved.

2.4.1 Types of Errors

Shing and Mahin [8] categorized errors as either systematic or random, where systematic
errors were directly related to structural response and random errors were independent of the structural behavior. It was found that small random errors did not 'significantly effect the structural

response, but certain types of systematic errors could dramatically effect the response, even when
the individual stepwise errors were very small. Errors introduced by imposing incorrect structural
displacements result in an incorrect measured force vector. If each incremental displacement is systematically incorrect (either too large or too small) the errors would actually numerically add or dissipate energy. Such energy effects can have a significant influence on the response of the system.
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Other errors that affect the accuracy of the restoring force vector, such as relaxation and rate of
loading effects, can also play an important role in the response, even though they are not systematic

in the same sense.
When impooed incremental displacements are smaller than (lagging behind) the desired displacement, it has been found that energy is numerically added into the system. TIlls lagging results
in spuriously amplified responses, especially in higher modes, and the high frequency response can
quickly contaminate the desired structural response. Applying excessive incremental displacements,
or 'overshooting', numerically dissipates energy and is characterized by an excessively dam(Xd

response.
Error propagation effects have been seen in actual tests [20]. Although compensation techniques to mitigate the effects of error contributions have been proposed [8,20,22], the best technique is to avoid introducing errors of the type that affect the test results. The verification tests in
Olapter 4 show that significant systematic errors can be almost completely eliminated using existing
electro-hydraulic control equipment and a suitable implementation of the p;eudodynamic algorithm.

In evaluating the perfonnance of a p;eudcxlynamic experimental setup, some of the most useful information is the error time history for each actuator. 1his time history gives the difference, at
each step of the test, between calculated and actually im~ displacements for each actuator. If a
fast Foorier transform (FFI) of these records shmw that the error has a significant peak at one or
more of the structural natural frequencies, then there is a problem with the setup that must be
resolved before performing the actual test. These errors can be detected on low level elastic tests
that do not cause damage to the specimen. The FFT of each actuator's error history is such an
important measure, that it should probably be monitored during a test by doing a running window

FFr to ensure that the test is proceeding without error. In addition to these disp,acement errors, it
may also be necessary to monitor the magnitude of the force relaxation effect in nonlinear tests.
Previous work [8,20,21,22J has shown that inelastic tests can prcxluce good results, even when
stepwise errors are present. The are several reasons for this. As the structure yields a displacement
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error will generally produce a smaller error in the measured forces. More important, however, the
hysteretic energy dissipltion of the structure dominates the smaller numerical energy effects of
errors. Although this is good, since the p;eudodynamic test methoo is intended pimarily for simulating noolinear dynamic response, it has been found that errors can in fact be reduced to the point
\\here accurate elastic results are possible, making the confidence in the inelastic results even
greater. In Olapter 3, sources of emr and their likely effects are identified, together with specific
recornmendatioos for reducing important types of errors.
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3. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
3.0 Introduction
The p;eudodynamic test method can be a powerful tool, but the e~rience of many tests has
shown that it is the attentioo to e~rimental implementatioo that ultimately leads to good results.
Successful tests require good hardware that is properly adjusted, proper setup of the physical test
apparatus, and a good implementation of the p;eudodynamic test method in the controlling
software. The hardware concerns will be largely related to the performance of the electr~hydraulic
control. loop that is responsible for im}X)Sing specified displacement patterns on the structure. The
software that runs the experiment must be tuned to the capabilities of the hardware, and must
sometimes ccmpensate for know hardware inadequacies and quirks. This Cllapter will present
some of the aocumulated knowledge on how to successfully perform tests, and how to design the
major software compooents. Major sources of error will be identified, together with possible compensation techniques. A reasonalXe software layout will be presented, and general information
about the behavior of elec~hydraulicsystems under displacement control will be given.

3.1 Sources of Errors
The errors of interest here are those that enter into the solutioo of the equations of motion
from the experimental interface. These errors can come from various components in a

p;eud~

\

dynamic test, which are symbolically shown in Fig 3.1. Provided computed displacements are used
in computatioos, experimental errors enter into the solution of the equations of motion through the
measured restoring force vector. Force errors are, however, sensitive to pcEition error, and can be
influenced by rate of looding and relaxation effects. Intrinsic errors, such as discrete parameter
modeling eX the structural system and step-by-step integratioo of the equations of motion are shared
with analytical methods and cannot be removed from the p;eudodynamic test method. These
errors should be considered, but can be investigated using conventional analytical methods.
Many cClnponents in the Ji1ysical test implementation can introduce errors, and the effect of
each of these errors must be understood. In each of the following subiections, a source of error is
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identified as well ac; its effect on a pseudodynarnic test.

3.1.1 Digital to Analog (D/A) Converter
The D'A converter is the component through which the computer sends out actuator command voltages that represent desired displacements. The value of the dispacement variables within
the controlling program must be accurately converted into voltages that are used as a command signal by the electro-hydraulic control system. The D'A converter is the first of three electronic devices respoosible for imJXlSing displacements correctly. The hydraulic cootroller must make the feedoock signal from the transducer equal to the command from the D'A converter, and the
transducer/conditioner must give the same relation between volts and displacement units that the

D'A converter has used.
The D'A device is often categorized by the number of bits of control (for example a 12 or 14
tit converter). The number of bits is a measure of the resolution of the converter, in that the full
scale range of the device is discretized into 2n steps, where n is the number of bits. Thus, a 12 bit
converter, whose output is ±10 volts, has a resolution of 2Q/212 = 0.0049 volts. There is a calibration coostant associated with each D'A cooverter that gives the number of physical units moved for
a one bit change in D'A output.
The D'A calibration factor is the moo crucial calibration constant in a pseudodynamic test.
Other factors may change apparent specimen stiffness, but miscalibration of the D'A converter
results in precisely the systematic type of errors that must be avcIded. In generating displacement
signals, the pseudodynamic algorithm calculates incremental displacements at each step and then
calculates the number of bits to aw1y to produce the desired incremental change. Thus, if the
incremental displacement is erroneoosly converted to a bit change, either consistent lagging or
overshooting behavior will result.
The D'A calibration factor depends on three things: 1) the relation between bits and volts
for each D'A board; 2) the relatioo between volts and displacement units for the associated transducer; 3) the amount of command signal attenuation introduced by the servo-controller. It is
implicitly assumed here that the controller is capable of setting the command and feedoock signals
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to be equal at all times, which has proven to be a reasonable assumptioo. To minimize the potential for error in calculating the D'A constant, one should take AID samples of the controller
attenuated command signal as if it were the actuator pa;ition feedlnck signal. With the hydraulic
system turned off, many

readin~

can be taken over the full range of D'A output, and a least

squares fit can be performed to estallish the calibration constant. In this fashion, all relevant
equipment is included in calibration, resulting in the test pa;sible calibratioo factor.
3.1.2 Analog to Digital (AID) Converter

The AID cooverter is responsible for cooverting all the analog signals of interest in an experiment to digital values suitable for storage in the computer running the experiment. As with the
D'A converter, the resdution is specified by the number of bits, such as a 14 bit converter. There
are a variety of errors that have been

~ed

with AID cooverters, some of which have very seri-

ous implicatioos for a pseudodynamic test.
To take advantage of the resolution of the converter, one must select an appropriate range.
Considerable precision is lait if low level tests are performed using a subrange of the available tits.
The ranging problem can be overcome with AID cooverters that have programmable gains, so that
00

a low level test the maximum number of bits could be returned for a smaller voltage reading,

without redoing the transducer calibration.
The mait serious problem is that there are occasional 'glitches' that cause apparently arbitrary
readings to be taken. These glitches can be substantially different fmn the actual data value. In a
conventional experiment where data is merely recorded, the bad readin~ can be ignored. In a
p;eudodynarnic test, the bad

readin~

may occur in one of the restoring force channels, causing the

solution of the equations of motion to be incorrect. Even worse, although the measured displacements should not be used in the solutioo of the equations of motion, they are used in calculating
the desired disjiacement increment for a given step. The displacement increment is given by the
difference of the new calculated displacement and the previous measured displacement for each
actuator. Oearly, if a measured displacement value is suhrtantially in error, a catastrophic displacement increment command may be sent to the actuators. It is suggested that consecutive data
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readings

re taken until all data values are repeated to within E bits,

where

E

is a user specified

value. llis technique is used in the Berkeley test facility and typical tolerances are 4 or 5 bits on a

14 bit converter (ie. 4 oot of 16384 bits).

In addition to the large errors introduced by glitches, the D'A converter also contains low
level noise, where a given vdtage can

re converted to digital numbers that differ in the lower order

bits. The slight randomness in cooversion could be reduced by averaging a few readings. Using an
average would also reduce the contriootion of electrical noise on the analog data line. The best
approach would

re to use a subroutine to get a set of clean data readings, and this routine would

ooth guard against glitches and remove noise through averaging.
The last problem that must

re considered for the AID device is the linearity of the conver-

sions. In the AID system used at Berkeley, a plot of voltage versus bits over the full range of ±1O
volts showed that although the ]X>sitive and negative JX)rtions varied linearly and had equal slopes,
there was a three bit discontinuity at the origin. The system software was modified to account for
this effect, since it was systematic and occurred in all data channels.

3.1.3 Displacement Transducers
The only place where digital displacement values are used in the pieudodynamic algorithm is

in the calculation of incremental dispacements to be applied using the D'A hardware. The analog
representation of displacements, however, is of crucial imjX)rtance to the displacement control loop
(electro-hydraulic control loop). Since the COIDJX1ter controls displacements by sending out voltage
oommand signals to each seIVo-cootroller, and the controller moves the specimen until command
and feedback signals are equal, it is imjX)rtant that the displacement feedback voltages be accurate.
Otherwise, a specimen will be in a displacement configuration that is different than the computer
"thinks" it should be in. This type of error is undetectable from the controlling software, since it
implicitly assumed that the relation between physical displacement and volts is exactly as specified

by the calibratioo constant specified to the program. For example, if a 2 volt signal should indicate
a 1 inch (25.4 rom) displacement, the specimen may actually be at 1.1 inches (27.9 rom) due to
transducer miscalilration oc nonlinearity. The COIDJX1ter cannot detect this, since the correct
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voltage has been applied and the COIIlplter has no other understanding of physical displacements.
These pa;ition errors will be reflected in an erroneous force vector, since the restoring force
de~nds

on the actual displacements imJX>Sed.

It is necessary, therefore, that the transducers and associated conditioning amplifiers have

small noolinearities. Unear ]'X>tentiometers have been found to be unacceptably nonlinear. The
transducers should also be able to resolve small changes in displacement, and should be able to
reproduce felX'..ated readings \\hen a physical pa;ition is approached from either direction. This
requirement ensures that the transducer does not trace a hysteresis loop \\hile cycling. Such a loop
v.uuld cause energy dissipltion errors in a p;eudodynamic test. These requirements eliminate many
classes of transducers, particularly

th~

that use any form of mechanical contact for their opera-

tion, since this tends to induce hysteresis, or

th~ \\h~

design results in stepped output, giving

limited resoluticn.
A new type of displacement transducer, based on an electro-magnetic principle overcomes
most of the problems described above, and has successfully been used in the Berkeley system. The
device is manufactures by TemJX>SOIlic, Inc. and the model used at Berkeley is a ±6 inch model
(±152 mm) that is factory calibrated to give a ±10 volt ootput at the maximum displacements.
Tests of the transducer 00 a calibration bench showed that the worst noolinearity over the full range

was less than 0.002 inches (0.05 mm). The resdution is so fine that it is below the typical noise
level in analog lines, and the re~tabilityis better than 0.002% of full scale.

In addition to using a high quality diSJiacernent transducer, one must also select appropriate
connectioo details. This may entail building septrate isolated reference frames for the transducers,
and also designing the mounting system so the desired global diSJiacements are measured as

cl~ly

as pa;sible. Using actuator supports as the displacement reference frame is usually a JXlOr idea,
since the supports may move as the load is applied, due to flexibility or slippage. Motion of the
actuator supports woold result in incorrect readings of global displacements through the transducers.
Accurate global measurement is often aided by using long transducer connectors, so that local
effects like ~dmen twist do not effect global readings. If long coonectors are used, care must be
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taken to avoid axial distortion in the connectors. In particular, using long lengths of piano wire
under tension has proven to give JXJ01" results. Thin walled aluminum tubing has given much better
results.
3.1.4 Force Transducers
The force transducers used in pseudodynamic testing are installed between the actuator and
the spximen, often as part of the actuator assembly. The transducers are standard strain gauge
rnsed lood cells that have been calibrated in a testing machine over a range larger than the
expected test range to ensure linearity. One must also consider nonlinearity introduced by the conditiooing amplifier. Low quality ampifiers have been found to introduce significant errors. Errors
in miscalibratioo of the force transducer will cause an apparent change in structural stiffness and,
therefore, in the natural frequencies of the system. However, the miscalibration errors will not
cause numerical energy changes in the system like lagging or overshooting errors would.
3.1.5 Friction
The connectioo of the spximen to actuators is a physical constraint, and often additional
constraints are added to the system to limit motion. Teflon sliders, for example, are often used to
limit out of plane motion. The connectors and actuator clevises induce friction as the specimen is

moved, and this friction causes energy dissi~tion that would not be present in a prototype tested
dynamically. This is es}Xrially important for small specimens. A well designed experimental setup
will attempt to reduce friction effects, but some friction is unavcidable. The inherent damping in
the system should be established using a p;eudodynamic free vibration test before adding additional
damping using a viscous damping matrix or a dissipative integration algorithm.
3.2 Electro-Hydraulic Control Loop

In perfonning a p;eudodynarnic test, it is assumed that the displacement history specified by
the ramp generator ootput is accurately imposed on the test specimen by the electro-hydraulic control system. Experience has shown that this assumption is justified, if good transducers are used

and the controller is adjusted properly. A series of tests was perfonned at Berkeley to study the
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response of the servo-loop during linear disJiacement ramps, some of the results are shown in Fig.
3.2. The accuracy and statility of the servocontrolloop is probably the most important parameter
in pseudodynamic testing, due to its influence en error prorngatien. Consequently, the rehavior of
the displacement control loop must be predictable and well understood.
Omsiderable information is available describing basic servo-loop operation. For example,
overall loop behavior is described by Merrit [36] as well as in various technical bulletins [37,39],
and in equipment descriptirns supplied by manufacturers, such as Moog [38] and MTS [39].
Theoretical studies of control loops are undenvayat the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor [6] in
an effort to guaranty the accuracy and stability necessary in the pseudodynamic test method. However, much of the available informatien on loop behavior is conceptual or theoretical in nature.
Where quantitative data are provided, they are usually related to manufacturer's minimum performance specifications rather than real system behavior. In this section, some practical and theoretical information en performance of conventional closed loop dispacement control systems is
reviewed.
Although very accurate disJiacement control is achievable, there are additional problems
associated with testing stiff multiple degree of freedom structural systems. In such systems, even
minute displacement errors can cause significant errors in the restoring force vector. It has been
found during pseudodynamic tests that systems resprnding in lower mode displacement patterns
had force vectors that contained significant higher mode contributions due to small displacement
errors and large stiffness coupling. Such errors could be overcome by running the test under force
control, and a recommendation for such a system will be made in O1apter 6.

3.2.1 Description of a Displacement Control Loop
There are four basic components in a displacement control loop: a servo controller, a servovalve, an actuator and a dispacement transducer, as shown in Fig. 3.3. As discussed sUO;equently,
the test specimen and support apparatus will also affect dynamic loop behavior, but first the operation of the four primary components will be described individually.
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3.2.1.1 The Servovalve
The servovalve is an electromechanical device that directs oil flow to either end of a double
acting actuator in response to an input current of varying magnitude and direction. The fluid flow
increases with increasing current, up to the rated flON that is specified at the peak rated current of
the valve. This rated flow is typically specified by the manufacturer in terms of the flON [in gallons
p:::r minute (gpn)] at the rated valve current with 1000 p;i (6.89 :MPa) system supply pressure.
Typical system suWly pressures are on the order of 3000 psi ('21).7 :MPa). When no externalloods
are applied to the actuator the pressure drop across the valve can exceed 1000 p;i (20.7 :MPa).
Thus, flows larger than the rated capacity are po;sible. Conversely, as externalloods increase, the
available pressure drop acra;s the valve decreases, resulting in decreased flow capacity. When the
external load becomes equal to the static lood capacity of the actuator, no further forward movement of the actuator is possible.
This flow relatiooship is grajirically described in a typical servovalve flow curve, given in Fig.
3.4. Note that when a load is applied, even at zero current there is 0.1 flow due to leakage acra;s
roth the valve spool and the actuator piston seals.

The natural frequency of a servovalve is the main characteristic used to describe its dynamic
behavior. This frequency is defined as the point where its response signal lags behind the command signal by 9<r for a sinusoidal input motion. For a particular valve size, the natural frequency
will increase with both increasing supply pressure and decreasing amplitude motion. Valves that
have higher flow capacity will have lower natural frequencies in general, although for a given valve

size, higher quality valves have higher natural frequencies. This frequency is specified by the
manufacturer.As an example, a good 10 gpm (0.63liter/sec) valve at its full rated current in a 3000

IE

(20.7 MPa) hydraulic system might be expected to have a natural frequency of about 120 Hz.

The frequency is important for both the ability to accurately trace desired signals, and also in stability consideratioos. In both cases, higher natural frequencies are better than lower ones, all other
things being equal.
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3.2.1.2 The Actuator
The parameters used to describe an actuator are its total stroke and its static force capacity,
given by the product of the system suWly pressure and the piston area. The oil column acts as a
spring and its stiffness is approximately given by [37]:

K 'A
where

-~

-

(3.1)

L

K'A = oil column stiffness (lh'in)
A = actuator piston area (in2)

f3

= bulk modulus of hydraulic fluid (psi)

L = actuator total stroke (in)
Total actuator stiffness also includes the stiffness of the drive linkage, such as load cells and

devises, rot the drive linkage is usually much stiffer than the oil column and is therefore often
assumed inextensible. In additicn, the apparent actuator stiffness varies with leakage across the
riston, compliance of the hydraulic suWly lines and the presence of entrained air in the hydraulic
fluid (\Wich directly affects the fluid's bulk modulus). The stiffness of the actuator support is not
included in the actuator stiffness, but plays an important part in the servo loop behavior and will be
discussed seJm3tely.

3.2.1.3 The Displacement Feedback Signal
The diSIiacement transducer and its signal cooditioner convert a measured displacement into

an electrical signal (typically full scale displacements giving a ±1O volt output). The characteristics
of displacement transducers were discussed in Section 3.1.2.

3.2.1.4 The Electro-Hydraulic Controller
The last loop compooent is the servo-coo.troller. It has considerable influence on overall loop
rehavior, primarily through the setting of controller gain. In the controller the command signal

(Ec ) is compared with the dispacement transducer output signal

(~).

Any pa;ition error

(Ec -ET ) is amplified, producing a current used to drive the servovalve. This in turn causes oil
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flow to correct the error. It is important to note that only voltages are comprred. The relation

retween voltage and dispacement is given only by the transducer calibration, so it is essential to
have the transducer accurately calibrated or errooeous displacements will re impa;ed. The rontroller gain setting, in milliamps of valve current per volt of dispacement error, determines the
amount of valve current resulting from a given pa;ition error. In a proportional controller, the gain
effectively controls the displacement error necessary to move the actuator at a spxified velocity.
Thus, the gain setting controls hCMT closely the loop follCMTS the ccmmand signal and is a very
important parameter in predicting loop accuracy and stability.

It is possible to use velocity,

acceleratioo or force instead of (or in addition to) displacement feedoock, but rontrollers using
these inputs are not commonly used for structural testing. Although there may
these controllers may

re cases where

re desirable, they will not re discussed here.

3.2.2 Servo Loop Behavior
A block diagram of a proportional dispacement control loop is shCMTll in Fig. 3.4. As the
command signal changes, the actuator moves in order to reduce the error. A ronstant velocity
command signal (a linear ramp) will cause the errors to initially increase as the respJnse lags.
When the two velocities become

equal, the dispacement error remains constant and the overall

response is characterized by the lag time between the two signals. This lag time is primarily a function of the controller gain setting. Proper gain settings result in an accurate reproduction of the
command signal with a small lag time. When the command signal is constantly changing the rontroller will not be able to remove the error but a proper gain setting will ensure that the response is
very close to that spxified. When gains are low, errors become large and response is sluggish.
However, excessive gain will cause the system to rerome unstable, resulting in uncontrolled a;cillation.

An external force (FD) apJiied to the actuator can cause movement without a change in the
displacement command signal. The actuator must then move in the direction oppcEite to the force
input in order to correct this displacement offset, but this requires an error signal of finite magnitude to be developed. The magnitude of the displacement error is minimized by having a high
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controller gain. The overalllDq) stiffness against such force inp.1ts is given by [37] :

(3.2)
where

FD = force disturlxmce (lbs)
x = resulting displacement error (in)
A

= actuator piston area (in2)

Ps = system supply pressure (psi)

QR = rated valve flow capacity (in3/sec)
The term KL is the overall loop gain, an important prrameter given by [37] :

KL =

where

Kc Kv KT
A

(3.3)

KL = loop gain (sec-1)

Kc

= controller gain (rna/volt)

Kv

= seIVovalve flow gain (in3/ma)

KT

= transducer gain (volt/in)

A typical system with a large actuator and a system supply pressure of 3000 psi, is extremely
stiff against such external force inputs. In Eq. (3.2) it is assumed that the structural displacements
are measured relative to ground, so the actuator support compliance is included within the loop.
Support movement will result in increased flow demands in order to pa;ition the specimen accurately. If the displacement feedback is measured relative to the sUpjX)rt (directly acr~ the actuator), actuator and sUPJX>rt stiffnesses act in series and the overall system cannot be stiffer than the
support. Thus, transducer location plays an important role in overall system stiffness.
The accuracy attainable can be estimated considering seIVovalve anomalies such as hysteresis,
threshold and null shifts, as well as friction and lait motion in the drive linkage. Valve threshold is
the increment of inp.1t current required to produce a change of flow, and hysteresis is the maximum difference in inp.1t currents required to produce the same flow after a complete cycle through
the flow range. The null shift is the change of input current required to maintain a specified flow
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as operating c<mditions, such as temperature or supply pressure, change. In a tight system with no
100 motion (tight clevises), up to 5% of the rated current is used to overcome valve threshold and
an additional 5% could be used to overcome actuator friction. 1bis 10% signal with no movement
can be represented as a paoition uncertainty error given by [37]:

(3.4)
Xu

where

=

pJSition uncertainty error (in)

QR = rated flow (in3/sec)

In addition, there is a pa;i.tion error due to the lag time between command and resronse signals (see Fig. 3.2) given by [37]:

xL=L
K

(3.5)

L

where

XL = JX>sition error due to response lag (in)

v

= actuator velocity (in/sec)

1bis lag error is not }Erticularly important during a conventional p;eudodynamic test, since
no data sampling occurs during the ramp, but it is necessary to wait somewhat after ramp completion to allow the response to get to the command level. These errors are both minimized by high
loop gains, but again overall accuracy is also limited by that of the transducer.
The actuator velocity capabilities are given in terms of the system suWly pressure, the actuator area and the valve flow equations. The no load flow is given as :
(3.6)
where

QNL = flow with no external load (in3/sec)
QR = rated flow capacity (in3/sec)
Ps = system supply pressure (p;i)

Now, the loaded flow capacity is :
(3.7a)
or
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QL

where

=

QR

v'(PS -PL )11000

(3.7b)

PL = external force over piston area (¢)

The maximum actuator velocity under lood is then given by flow divided by piston area :

Vmax =

where

~

VQ>s

-FIA)I1000

(3.8)

V max = maximum loaded actuator velocity (in/sec)

F = external force (lbs)

Based on this, a common rule of thumb for systems

~rating

at 3000 psi is that the rated

flow can be achieved for loods up to about '2J3 of the static actuator capacity. It is, however, desirable to use Eq. (3.8) Voith a suitable safety factor to determine ramp velocities. By doing this, one
can take full advantage of available flow

ca~ity

at all lood levels to allow an experiment to run

quickly.
The loop behavior described above has been quasi-static in nature, but it must be recognized
that the actual selVo-loop is a dynamic system as indicated in Fig. 3.5. It has been found that
qJtimal gain depends on specimen mass and stiffness as well as electro-hydraulic components. The

moo

ccmmoo procedure for adjusting system gains is to test a prototype and increase gains until

adequate response is achieved. The controllers in use at Berkeley (MrS model 406) were mooified
to allow a much higher sexvo-controller gain to be used, and Voith the modified gain circuitit was,

in fact, possible to make the loop unstable. When performing an actual test, the gains should be
nowhere near the stability limit, since instability Voill not only halt the test, but may also destroy the
specimen.
Increasing specimen stiffness does not lead to instability, but increasing the mass may cause
the system to become unstable. ConceI1ually, as the natural frequency of the complete system
decreases, it may be necessary to decrease the system gain. Although unfortunate, no more formal
means are available for setting system gain, and the selVo-controller manufacturer's guidelines
should be followed.
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A simple one degree of freedom test specimen was used to investigate the response characteristics described above. Some of the results of this test are shown in Fig. 3.2. The response graphs
show that there is a larger lag time \\hen gains are low, but that excessive gains can cause instability. Also, as the force level on the actuator increases, flow limiting can be seen.

3.3 Software Layout

In this section major components of the basic software needed to implement the pseudodynamic method will be described. The purpose of the section is not to provide actual code or to
discuss what the user interface should look like. Rather, it will describe in general terms how the
pseudodynarnic algorithm should be implemented. It will be assumed that software exists to perform auxiliary tasks such as calibration, data storage, analysis and plotting. These operations are
fundamental to a laboratory computer and are not unique needs of a pseudodynarnic system. Also,
special purpa;e routines may be desirable, but they will not be described here. These would include
routines to measure specimen stiffness or flexibility properties, unloading utilities to bring actuator
forces to zero and general purpose paiitioning utilities that would allow the specimen to be moved
into arCitrary specified paiitions. The informatioo presented will primarily relate to the main loop
of the cootrolling program, in \\hich the pseudodynarnic algorithm is coded.
Some initialization must occur before entering the main loop of the program. User specified
mass and damping matrices must be input, as well as control parameters for the numerical integration procedure. Also, routines to perform coordinate transformatioos must be suWlied. The initial
displacement, velocity and acceleration of the specimen must be set, and an initial data reading of
all channels must be taken to establish offsets for zero readings. Also, the initial ground motion
component(s) must be read so that the force vector can be calculated. It is also possible to stop and
sUC6equently restart a test. If this is done, the initialization code must then establish appropriate
displacement, velocity and acceleration values and skip to the correct step of the ground motion
record. The specimen must be moved into the correct position before the main loop is entered.
The main loop of the program would contain the following operations on each step of a test.
For convenience of notation it is assumed here that the actuators have just completed the ramps for
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step i.
• Read all data channels. One must ensure that the data reading is accurate. A clean data
reading can be achieved by requiring that two coosecutive data readings be the same to within
some specified tolerance. Also, averaging several readings could be used to reduce the amount of
low level noise in the signal. After a good reading is established, all data should be checked to
make sure it is within bounds. If a full scale reading is detected, the user should have the opportunity to take appropriate action, possibly aborting the test.

• Extract the restoring forces

rj

from the data vector and apply user specified transformations

if the computations are to be performed in a coordinate system other than that given by the actuator locations. This transfonnatioo may be nonlinear, so a simp.e matrix multiply cannot generally

be used. There are several ways in which a general transformation could be implemented. One
could provide an interpreter that would allow the user to symbolically describe the desired transformations, using a simple language. If speed is a major factor, it may be better to dynamically link
object code modules. A simple call interface could be specified to allow infonnation to be passed in
and out of the generic routine.
• Solve the equations of motion. The solution would involve solving for

aj

and

Vj,

using the

measured current restoring force vector and the previously calculated displacement vector d j • After
the state at step i is completely established, the displacements on the next step d j + 1 are calculated
and checked to make sure they are within acceptable limits.. It would p'obably be best to provide
a generic imp.ementation where the modified form of the Newmark method is used and all JXlT8IIleters could be user specified. In addition, dynamic loading of an alternate object module would
allow special case applications like suhstructuring to be perfonned without the need to relink the
executable program.
• The calculated displacements are transformed to those that should be applied to the actuators, if a different internal coordinate system is used. The transformation should be imp.emented
like the force transformation described above. Once the new actuator displacements are known,
desired incremental displacements can be calculated by subtracting the last measured displacement
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from the new desired displacement. Using the measured displacements in this way ensures that the
s~cimen does

not wander away from the desired }X)sition when errors occur.

• Using the incremental dispacements and known information about each actuator, calculate
the duration of the ramp for the next step. The duration should be the minimum value that ensures
that specified actuator velocities are not exceeded. The velocity/load relationship given in Eq.
(3.8) should be used in the calculation as well the specified n~load velocity limit. Minimizing the
ramp duration allows the test to proceed more quickly and has also been useful in mitigating the
force relaxation effect described in Cbapter 4.
• Send the desired displacement increments to the D'A hardware. In the Berkeley system,
the D'A boards are given a the desired increment and a duration, and control returns immediately
to the hosts computer.
• While the new displacements are being applied, perform the following tasks. Write the data
for the current step to the disk. Read in the next ground motion step and calculate the force vector
using Eq. (2.14). Selected data can be reduced and plotted.
• Wait until the D'A boards have competed. This is achieved by polling the hardware, so the

JXograrn 'bJsy waits' at this point. When the ramps compete, take an immediate reading of all
channels. As usual, the data reading should be inspected to ensure that it is glitch free. This
immediate data can be used to minimize the force relaxation problem, as described in Section
4.3.5. If the the force levels increased in magnitude on the current step, and the immediate reading
is larger in magnitude than the delayed reading, the immediate value should be used, othetwise the
delayed value should be used.
• Wait a user specified interval for the dispacements to conyerge to the command values. the
duration of this wait is a functirn of the

serv~trolloopgain.

In inelastic tests, the wait period

should be reduced to minimize the force relaxation effects.

3.4. Concluding Remarks
The algorithm described here, together with good hardware has given excellent results in the
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verification tests peIfonned at Berkeley. The system as described here was used for the nonplanar
verification test as described in Olapter 4. A change in the algorithm was implemented, together
with some additional hardware to peIfonn the implicit tests described in O1apter 6, but the overall
layout was

VeIy

similar and peIfonned well. The new algorithm proposed in Olapter 6 may, how-

ever, be better impleInented using a ccmpletely new hardware configuration. This ~ibility is
addressed at the end of that Olapter 6.
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4. NONPLANAR VERIFICATION TESTS
4.0 Introduction
Prorerly formulated equations of motion as presented in Eqs. (2.18) and (2.14) permit pseudodynamic tests of complex three dimensional structures subject to multiple ground acceleration
components. Although sane simple nonplanar pseudodynamic tests [28,30] have been r.erformed,
the resulting responses were only comprred to analytical results, making verification of the pseudodynamic method difficult. Verification tests based on shaking table data have, to date, been restricted to low rise panar structures subjected to a single horizontal component of ground motion.
A large part of the attractiveness of the pseudodynamic method is in performing tests that could
not be performed on conventional shaking tables. Thus, verification studies for three dimensional
response simulation under multipe components of excitation would be desirable.
In ocder to verify the pseudodynamic method for both general structural configuration and
multiple COOlponent !me excitation, a series of matched tests were performed on a shaking table
and using the pseudodynamic test method. The shaking table test used only one lateral component
of base mction due to limitations of the shaking table. However, the specimen was placed on the

table skewed 45° from the direction of excitation. Thus, the input was effectively two correlated
components along the structure's major axes. In addition, the structure was designed to be stiffness
eccentric, so that torsional as well as translational response components would result. Since shaking
tables are unable to perfectly apply specified signals, the measured acceleration of the table was

used as input in the pseudodynamic tests. These accelerations included accidental rotational
acceleratioos that occurred during testing. Thus, the input to the pseudodynamic tests consisted of
five components of acceleration: two lateral acceleratioo component and the three rotational
acceleratioo components (pitch, roll and twist). The magnitude of twist and roll components were
small, but it was found that the equivalent lateral component due to table pitch was up to 10% of

the awlied lateral acceleration magnitude. Vertical components of motion were not believed to be
important for this test and were disregarded in the formulation.
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1his chapter will review the design of the specimen and experimental configuration. Problems eocoW1tered in perlorming the pseudodynamic portion of the test will be described, together
with the solutions used. The sequence of earthquakes used will be described and the response data
will be presented. General hardware and software details were presented in O1apter 3, and only
details relevant to the verification test will be presented here.

4.1 The Test Specimen

1be specimen was not designed to represent a realistic building, rather it was designed to
satisfy several experimental constraints. It was anticipated that many tests would need to be performed, so a simple one story specimen was selected. The structure consisted of a rigid diaphragm
supported on four replaceable columns at its corners. This configuration, shown in Fig. 4.1,
allowed three degrees of freedom to eompetely describe the deck motion. The internal degrees of
freedom, used in the solutioo of the equations of motion, and the external or actuator degrees of
freedom are shown in Fig. 4.2. All the results presented later in this chapter are based on the
internal degrees of freedom.
At the time of this test only the eXJiicit form of the integration operator was available, so it

was necessary to select members with properties such that the highest natural frequency of the
structure was low enough to allow a reasooable time step to be used. 'Reducing the maximum
natural frequency was achieved by making the structure flexible with a large mass. Also, it was
desirable to make the elastic displacement range as large as pa;sibIe, so that the behavior of the
p;eudodynamic method could be eomtmed with simple analytical models. The elastic displacement
range is largely a function of the depth and length of the members, \\inch suggested using long
slender elements. The top and bottom platforms were extremely rigid compared to the four comer
columns so the displacement response is due entirely to deformation in the columns. The columns
selected were S3x7.5 sections and had a clear height of 48 inches (1.22 m) between base plates.
The yield displacement for structure, assuming the columns to be fixed at both ends, is awroximately 0.25 inch (6.4 mm), which is sufficiently large to allow a variety elastic tests to be performed. Finally, since the test was intended to examine nonpanar behavior, the specimen was
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designed to have a large stiffness eccentricity to excite torsional behavior even under a single lateral
component of lnse excitation. Figure 4.1 shows that the stiffness eccentricity was introduced by
rotating one of the four columns 9()0, thereby switching the strong and weak axes of bending.
Two different masses were used in the tests, in the first sequence of tests a 10 kip (44.5 kN)
weight was used and for the second series a 14 kip (62.3 kN) weight was used. Table 3.1 shows
the mass matrix elements foc the internal coordinate system shown in Fig. 4.2. The natural frequencies for the specimen are shown in Table 3.2. The highest natural frequency (in the low mass

case) was 7.2 Hz, much results in tit < 0.044 secoods, to satisfy the stability condition given by

Eq. (2.6).
The actualIRudodynamic tests and the shaking table tests were performed using columns cut
from the same pece of stock. In order to ensure that the lRudodynamic test setup was performing
well, extra column stock was purchased so that several sets of test columns could be used while
adjusting the system. Such practice of setting up and evaluating a test system is highly recommended, since it allows the system to be fine tuned, removing errors and replacing inadequate
equipment without endangering the actual specimen. Many problems were identified in these prelirninary tests. These problems are examined in Section 3.3, together with the solutions identified.
Once the problems were remedied, the real columns were installed and the exact test sequence performed on the shaking table was reproduced lRudodynamically.

Deck
Wei t
10 kip;
14 ki
Table 3.1 - :Mass Matrix Values (1 kip = 4.448 kN)

The natural frequencies are given in Table 3.2 for all three modes, but preliminary analysis
indicated that only the first two modes cootributed to the response under earthquake loading. The
first mooe damping was found to be slightly less than one percent of critical from the free vibration
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tests on the shaking table. When tested

~udadynamically,

it was found that friction in the clev-

ises dissipated energy equivalent to mlghly 1% viscous damping. Therefore, the

~udodynamic

tests were perlonned with a zero viscous dampng matrix and with no numerical damping in the
time integration algorithm.

Dxk
Wei t
10 kip;
14 ki

Made 3

7.2
6.1

Table 3.2 - Natural Frequencies (1 kip

= 4.448 kN)

4.2 Experimental Setup
The shaking table setup was simpe, it coosisted of rigidly attaching the lower deck to the
table, with the structure skewed at 450 to the direction of motion, as shown in Fig. 4.3. The
instrumentation coo.sisted of dispacement potentiometers connected by wire to stationary reference
frames, and accelercmeters attached to the specimen's upper deck and to the table.
Figure 4.4 shows a detailed layout of the

~udooynamic

test implementation. The lower

rigid platform was fixed to the test floor and the location of the upper platfonn was controlled by
three actuators. The actuators each had a bore diameter of 8 inches (203 mm), and a static lood
capacity of 150 ki~ (445 kN). The actuators for degrees of freedom 1 and 2 used MrS 10 gallon
per minute (gpm) servovalves (0.63 liter/sec), and the third actuator used a Dynamic Valve 5 gpm
(0.32 liter/sec) servovalve. Three MrS mooel 406 controllers were used, but the gain circuits were
modified, since the default gains were found to be insufficient for accurate control with the
actuator/servovalveltransducer combination used. The hydraulic interlock circuits on the three controllers were daisy chained so that excessive error from any controller would cause the entire
hydraulic system to depressurize. Each actuator used a Temposonic ±6 inch (±152 mm), ±10
volt transducer, with analog ootput, for positional feedoock. The transducers were connected to an
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isolated instrumentation frame rather than to the actuator supp:>rt frame so that true global specimen motion coold be measured. The connection between specimen and reference frame used thin
walled aluminum tubes to avoid the distortion inherent in using wire connections. The tubes were
also made long, approximately 12 feet (3.66 m), to minimize errors associated with transverse
movement. Low friction swivel joints were used to allow lateral motion as well as the transducer
extension.

1he computer cootrolling the experiment was a Data General 840 and custom built hardware

was used for digital to analog (1)'A) conversicn of the actuator command signals. The 1)'A boords
used CO(J."ocessors to generate linear ramp;, where the voltage increment and duration of the ramp
were under software control. A NEFF high speed data acquisition was used to convert all analog
transducer signals to digital form for storage in disk files. This ND system could read up to 128
channels and sample at 20 Khz.
During the test, it was found that while running under displacement control, the actuator
forces a;cillated at a high frequency while the system was moving, as shown in Fig. 4.5. The force
OiCillatioos were small, but were present even when the displacement response followed the command signal very closely. These were due to the dynamics of the electro-hydraulic control system.

In order to ensure that recorded force signals were reliable, an analog filter was used on each force
channel, and the filtered signal was recorded by the data acquisition system. Low pass were used
filters that attenuated sharply above 2 Hz. This had no effect on the actual data, since the experiment was run very slowly.

4.3 Problems Encountered

4.3.1 Displacement Errors Due to Experimental Geometry

1he finite length of the actuators and displacement transducers create a global position error,
relative to the internal degrees of freedom, as shown in Fig. 4.6. As discussed in Olapter 2, two
general transformations can be used to compensate for this. In addition to correcting geometry

errors, the transformaticns described below are used to convert between the internal and external
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coordinate systems shOMl in Fig. 4.2. The actuator forces must be transformed to forces in the
internal coordinate system, taking into consideration the actuator angles, and the desired internal
displacements must be converted in to an actuator displacement vector that will give the correct
global displacements. Both of these transformations will depend on the specimen's current position.
The actual numbers in the following equations are a results of the lengths of the actuators and dispacement transducers used in the pseudodynarnic test, as well as the size of the rigid platform
forming the upper deck of the specimen, as shown in Fig. 4.4. Following the notation of Chapter
2, the transformations used between the internal and external coordinate system, including
geometric error correctioo, were (for inch and kip units) :
(4.1)

(4.2)
(4.3)
(4.4)
(4.5)
(4.6)

4.3.2 Inaccurate Displacement Feedback
The quality of the displacement feedoock signal is important for the physical control of the
specimen in the electro-hydraulic control loop. It is also important for the acquisition of accurate
restoring force vectors, since the force vector will be in error if the specimen is JXJsitioned
incorrectly. 'There were numerous modifications of the instrumentation during the plot tests to
upgrade the quality of the displacement signal. In many cases, removing one problem often
revealed inaccuracies elsewhere in the system.
The response of the shaking table specimen dictated using displacement transducers with a
range of at least ±3 inches (±76 mm). The initial transducers employed were linear potentiometers. These pots had a ±3 inch (±76 mm) range, but were quite nonlinear, having real errors on
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the order of hundredths of an inch. They also exhibited small hysteresis loopi on cycling due to the
actual physical contact friction of the internal slider. Additionally, the pots were connected from
the actuator mounting frame to the specimen using pano wire. Tension was induced in the wire by
stretched rubber bands that kept the transducer retracted. In using this setup, it was found that the
apparent system stiffness was different depending

00

whether the actuator was moving outwards or

inwards. This effect was eventually traced to the wire stretching in proportion to the force exerted
by the rubber 1:xmds. A quick calculatioo showed that a one ounce change in pull-back force on the

wire caused about 0.003 inch stretch over the length of the wire.
The potentiOO1eters were replaced by Temposonic ±6 inch (±152 mm) transducers that were
found to have nonlinearity errors less than 0.002 inch along the full range, specified to be better

than 0.05% of full scale. The transducers work by an electromagnetic principle rather than by
mechanical means, therefore, the resolution is excellent and the repeatability is better than 0.002%

of full scale. While a variety of methods for inducing constant tension in the wire connectors were
investigated, these were eventually abandoned in favor of thin walled aluminum tubing. These
tubes were essentially inextensible and had low friction swivel jdnts at each end to allow lateral
motion.
With accurate transducers and inextensible connectors it was still found that the gloOOl specimen displacements were incorrect when compared with dial gages. The problem was found to be
that the specimen motion was measured relative to the actuator sUPIX>rts. As the actuators applied
loads to move the specimen, both the specimen and the actuator supports moved. Although the
supports were intended to be rigid, elastic distortion, prying and slippage resulted in small displacements. Thus, the gloOOl specimen motion was only 95% of the imposed displacement. Rather
than solving the actuator suPIX>rt motion problem by stiffening the reactioo frame, displacements
were measured relative to a separate, isolated reference frame. Since the errors were linear in
nature, this proved to be the simplest solution.
The performance of the system with the Temposonic transducers, rigid connectors and
separate reference frame was very good. The displacement signal was used directly as feedback in
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the electro-hydraulic control loop, and it was found that any desired displacement could be very
accurately imposed by giving the appropriate command voltage to the controller. The finite length
of the actuators and displacement transducers made it necessary to correct for geometric errors in

software, as described previously, oot the electro-hydraulic control loop performed its task of keeJr
ing the feedback signal equal to the command signal well.

4.3.3 Force Oscillation
When using displacement control in the electro-hydraulic control loop, it was found that the
actuator forces oscillate when the actuators are moving, as shown in Fig. 4.5. This oscillation
occurs even when the displacement signal follows the command signal very accurately. The a;cillation is due to the controller's changing signals to the servovalve. The peaks are not large, but it
would be undesirable to perform the AID conversion capturing an arbitrary point on the oscillating
signal. A more reliable reading can be achieved by low pass filtering the force signal and using the
filtered signal as input to the AID converter. In the nonplanar test each force channel was low-pass
filtered removing content above 2 Hz. The filtering process did not remove any of the desired sig-

nal because the test was performed slowly. As Fig. 4.5 shows, the filter also induces a slight phase
shift in the signal, so that the time lag between ramp completion and AID sampling should be
adjusted to account for this effect.

4.3.4 Poor Control with Increased

~

The p;eudodynamic experimental configuration included a 2 kip (8.9 kN) rigid upper deck
and an additional 12 kip (53.4 kN) concrete block. The concrete block was necessary to reproduce
the stress state in the columns and also so that the geometric stiffness effect would be the same as
00

the specimen tested on the shaking table. The hydraulic system was initially tested without the

block using a set of test columns, and the controller gain was adjusted to give good control. It was
found that when the block was added the gain was excessive and instability developed in the control
loop. Adjusting the gains again to give stable response resulted in very sluggish actuator response.
The actual displacement took alma;t a second to converge to the command signal.
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The necessity to reduce gain as the system mass increases is a well known property of
electro-hydraulic control loop; under displacement control [36,37]. For these tests retter displacement tracking was desired. Because the gravity load was necessary for the reasons mentioned
above, attempts were made to isolate the vertical and horizontal effects of the deck mass. This was
done by hanging the mass from the upper deck by long steel cables. Dampers were used to prevent
the mass from swinging excessively. Using this configuration, the gravity effects are still reproduced, but each actuator only 'sees' the mass of the upper deck, the inertial mass of the block is
essentially hidden from the electro-hydraulic control loop. Suspending the block in this way
allowed the gains to re increased again, and the control became much more responsive. While this
technique may not be useful in other experimental configurations, it is always necessary to optimize
the performance of the displacement control loop as much as pa;sible.

4.3.5 Force Relaxation During Wait Periods
The tyrical sequence in a pseudodynamic test is : 1) to impose the displacements using linear
ramp;, 2) to wait a short period, on the order of 1 second after ramp completion, for the displacements to converge to the command signals, 3) to read all the data, 4) to solve the equations of
motion, and to repeat the sequence for the next step. The rehavior of the test system during these
step; was examined in detail by performing a series of experiments in which the displacement and
force signals were sampled cootinuously at a high rate (500 samples per second per channel). The
results of this investigation are shown in Fig; 4.7 through 4.9.
For elastic level tests, as shown in Fig. 4.7, it was found that as the displacements followed
the command signal, the force signals were well rehaved and remained essentially proportional to
the displacements at all times (ignoring the force oscillations already mentioned). However, \\hen
the specimen yielded, and displacement cootinues in the same direction as shown in Fig. 4.8, the
force levels drop rapdly as the actuators slow and stop (during the wait periods). The drop, in the
steel specimens tested, was as large as 10% in 1.5 seconds. When a yielded system is unloaded, as
in Fig. 4.9, the forces recome stable again and the relaxation effect disappears.
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TIlls relaxation effect presents a systematic error to the pseudodynamic tests. The energy dissipated during each hysteretic cycle is decreased, since the apparent force levels are reduced, and it

was found that the peak reSJX>nse increased slightly. The effects of these errors were non-oscillatory,
but were reflected in significant pennanent offsets intrcx::luced into the displacement response. Earlier tests on hydraulic control showed that smoothly varying ramps, such as haversine functions,
were better behaved for elastic specimens. However, the low velocity portion at the end of these
smoothly varying ramp; would clearly compound the relaxation problem, so for inelastic tests linear
ramp; seem preferable.
Several changes were made in the pseudcx::lynamic algorithm to attempt to compensate for this
relaxation effect. linear displacement ramp; were retained, but the original pseudcx::lynamic formulation used constant duration ramp; for all step; of the tests. The specimen is ma>t likely to be
yielding as it approaches its maximum displacement. At this point the specimen also is moving at
low velocity, and in a pseudodynamic test the actual velocity may be so slow as to introduce relaxation effects. It is desirable to keep the wai t states as short as pa;sible and to keep the specimen
moving as quickly as possible in such cases. The controlling program was, therefore, modified so
that the user could specify a maximum velocity for each actuator. The program would then examine the desired displacement increments for each actuator, and calculate the minimum ramp duration so that no actuator would exceed the specified velocity. Using this technique, the specimen

was kept moving quickly, since on each step at least one actuator would be moving at the maximum specified velocity. Also, the test duration decreased dramatically, since the ramp duration
on the many small increments during low level elastic response became much smaller. In computing
the maximum velocity for each actuator, the dependence of servovalve flow capacity on applied
loads must also be considered. These velocity-load relationships were discussed in Otapter 3.

In addition to keeping the specimen moving, the data sampling strategy was also changed to
attempt to carture the forces before relaxation occurred. Based on observations of behavior during
the ramps, the new strategy was to take a reading of all channels immediately after ramp completion, and a second sampe after the usual wait period. If the force magnitude increases across the
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step, and the immediate reading has a larger magnitude than the reading after the wait, then the
immediate reading is used for the dynamic calculations, otherwise the later reading is used. For
nonlinear tests the duration of the wait ~riod was also reduced to 0.8 seconds, from 1.5 seconds
used in the elastic tests. More refined methods requiring several data readings during ramp

motion, and curve fitting could be used oot were not necessary in these tests.

S~cial

purpose

resrxmse procedures to canpensate for strain rate and relaxation effects may be appropriate in some
tests.
The changes made to the algorithm improved the response in the nonlinear runs dramatically.
The response envelope improved and the

~rmanent offsets

were closer to the offsets measured in

the shaking table tests.

4.4 Test Sequence
Once the relialXlity of the test procedure and setup were verified in the pilot tests, a series of
eight earthquakes were run

00.

the specimen using columns cut from the same stock as tha;e used

in the shaking table tests. The exact sequence that was run on the shaking table was re~ated using
the p;eudodynamic method, using the measured table lateral accelerations, as well as the accidental
rotational table accelerations. 1\\'0 records were used, the NS COIDIXJnent of the 1940 El Centro
record and the S74W compcnent of the 1971 Pacoima

nun record. The peak accelerations varied

from 0.13 g to 1.6 g. The compete test series is summarized in Table 3.3. As discussed previoosly, the friction due the p;eudooynamic setup, primarily due to the actuator clevises, gave
approximately one percent dampng in the first mooe, so a D<n-dissipative form of Newmark's
methoo was used for time integration (a

= p = 0).

4.5 Results
The results are presented in Figs 4.10 through 4.41. In order to compare the results more
easily, the displacement response is broken into two graphs, the first from 0 to 10 seconds, and the
second from 10 to 20 seconds. The displacement values refer to the internal coordinate system.
Since the validity of the p;eudodynamic results are a function of the magnitude and type of experi-
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Test
Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Deck
Weight (kips)
10
10
10
10
10
14
14
14

Earthquake
Record
1940 El Centro NS
1940 El Centro NS
1940 Fl Centro NS
1940 El Centro NS
1971 Pacoima Dam S74W
1940 El Centro NS
1940 El Centro NS
1971 Pacoima Dam S74W

Peak
Acceleration (g's)
0.13
0.26
0.96
1.56
0.74
0.13
1.6
0.84

Table 3.3 - Test Sequence (1 kip = 4.448 kN)

mental errors introduced during the test, the displacement error histories are presented for each
actuator, together with a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of each signal. That gives an indication of
the randOOl11ess of the dispacement errors. The error results show that the control loop performed
well through all tests, since the errors were very small and random in all cases.
The errors were reduced to such a small level in these tests that even Test 1, the elastic level
test shown in Fige;. 4.10 through 4.13, gave very good correlation between the shaking table and
}:6eudodynamic resrxmse. In Tests 2 and 6, shOml in Fige;. 4.14 to 4.17 and 4.30 to 4.33 respectively, the structural response was just beyond the yield level and again the correlation was excellent. The significant response portions of Tests 1, 2 and 6 are faithfully reproduced, but some of
the low level :response is not captured perfectly. In elastic tests with such low damping, however,
even the slightest shift in natural frequencies can cause significant response changes, so the deviation in the response values may well be due to entering an approximate mass matrix in the }:6eudodynamic test. Also, the damIing characteristics were different, the pseudodynamic tests had a friction damIing effect associated with clevises rather than the viscous damping and friction occurring
in dynamic tests. This alternate damping form could also account for some of the discrepancies in
the low level tests.
The inelastic tests, increasing in magnitude between Tests 3 to 5 and 7 to 8, the overall correlation was again excellent. The envelope magnitudes were very good and individual cycle shapes
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were reproduced well. In Tests 3 and 4 there are considerable

~nnanent

offsets in the p;eudo-

dynamic results. This drift was due to force relaxation effect described in Section 4.3.5. The pro-

gram changes described in that section were impemented after Test 4. The results of Tests 5, 7
and 8 show that the changes effectively eliminated the drift problem and the results are again very
good. As in the elastic tests, there were some errors in the law level response portions of these
tests, and again these errors are probably due to the sensitivity of the response to natural frequencies for structures with low damping.
'!here was no attempt made to 'optimize' the mass matrix to get the best correlation between
p;eudodynamic and shaking table results, the calculated mass matrix was used in all p;eudodynamic
tests. The primary performance criterion used to judge the success or failure of the p;eudodynamic
tests was the FFf's of each actuator's error history, and no parameter adjustments were done other
than to remove e~mental errors. For comparison, results from an initial test without corrections

are shown in Fig 4.42 and can be compared to those shown in Fig. 4.10. It can be seen that the
errors introduced in the early test caused a frequency shift in the first mode, leading to incorrect

response.
4.6 Conclusions
The results of this nooplanar test show that the p;eudodynamic can reliably generate dynamic

response results, both elastic and inelastic, for canplex structures subjected to multipe components
of base excitatioo. In this test the single lateral comIX>nent of excitatioo was decompa;ed into two

equal components aloog the

~mens

major axes, so the overall base excitation was two lateral

components and three rotational canponents. The coupling induced by the stiffness eccentricity
resulted in nooplanar respoose even though there was only ooe effective ground motion component.
Since the response to the lateral component was nOllplanar, it is reasooable to
method could be equally well used with two

ind~ndent

e~ct

that the

lateral ground motion components, an

applicatioo that has very interesting possibilities for structural testing.
The algorithm used for p;eudodynamic testing, with the modification described in Section
4.3.5 provided very reliable results. Applying displacements by setting command signals and letting
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the electro-hydraulic controller OOlance canmand and feedoock signals worked very well here. If
the feedoock signals are relia1:ie, and the controller gain is adjusted properly, the controller is very
capable of properly pcEitiooing the specimen to any desired location. Of course the computer must
generate the oorrect voltage, using the DIA hardware, for the desired displacement, but it seems
that the pieudodynamic algorithm need not be complicated by additional strategies intended to
make sure the specimen gets to the desired location. Failure to get to the desired location is an
indication of electro-hydraulic control loop problems, not of a p;eudodynamic implementation problem. However, for stiff or massive systems it may be necessary to use better controllers to achieve
the reqlli.red level of accuracy.
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5. RAPID TESTING TECHNIQUE
5.0 Introduction
The conventional JRudodynamic test method is not appropriate for structures composed of
materials with significant rate sensitivity. Methods in which the present form of the jl'eudodynamic method is executed at faster rates have been ~ [9]. However, as the test rates
approach real time one must account for the fact that real inertial and damping forces are being
introduced into the eXJ:eriment. Error propagation problems may also become more severe due to
morer pa;itional cootrd at higher test rates. A new testing technique, 00sed on force control, has
been devel~ that allows specimens to be tested at speeds approaching real time. These higher
~

tests are more demanding on the electro-hydraulic system, requiring high quality controllers

and servovalves. However, since each actuator ooly moves a portion of the structure, the hydraulic
contrd problem is much simpler than that encountered on a shaking table, where roth the structure
and the talie must be moved.

5.1 Procedure
The test model must be constructed so as to satisfy standard similitude relationshiIX", as a
shake table specimen \muld be, with mass added so that the modal frequencies change by a factor

of the square root of the physical model scale. Real time will refer to the time scale appropriate for
the model, which may actually be a compressed time scale relative to the prototype, depending on
the scale of the specimen. Experimental time will be numerically equal to the real time, in that
roth can be used to measure the elaIX"ed time of response. However, an experimental second will
take a looger time to physically awly as the rate of testing is reduced.
The specimen is connected to actuators as in a cooventional JRudodynarnic test, but in addition to force and displacement feedback, acceleration and velocity will also be measured for each
degree of freedom.

Using analytically modeled mass and damping matrices, the equations of

motion are:

Ma+Cv+r=f

(5.1)
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The forcing flU1ction f can be completely determined as a flU1ction of time once the experimental configuratioo and the mass matrix are established and the rigid base acceleration histories
are specified. Using calibration constants in force units per volt for each actuator degree of freedom, analog histories are created for each force component and stored

00

a multi-track analog tape

recorder, or could be generated on the fly with suitable digital to analog hardware. Performing an
experiment in real time can be achieved by rLmning the experiment in force cootrol and using the
loading function f as the command signal to the actuators f.
(5.2)

ret) = f(t)

The actuator forces will be composed of the sum of inertial, viscous and structural restoring
forces since the experiment is performed in real time and Eq. 5.1 will be solved continuously. A
data acquisition system could then measure and record all desired response quantities as it would
00

a shaking table. Although cooceptually simple, this places great demands on the electro-

hydraulic contX'd loop, in that it must dynamically imJX>SC the desired force vector in real time, a
difficult task. Assuming that the selV<HXntrolloop is able to perform this task, the inability of the
controller to irnpcx:;e f on the specimen would be an indication of impending failure. Actuators
could then be turned off and the test terminated. Also, maximum displacements could be specified
for each degree of freedom and the controllers could shut the hydraulic pressure off, if the specified
limits were exceeded. It should be noted that using this technique may impa;e a very high oil flow
demand, and a sophisticated hydraulic supply would probably be necessary.
A more useful method of testing would allOlN the experiment to be slowed down by a factor
of~.

In this way, demands on the hydraulic system and seIVovalves could be reduced so that com-

manly used control systems could be used. The measured restoring force r would now be in error
since the actual acceleratioo and velocity ,,'Ould now be reduced.

Representing the desired

response values as a(t), v(t), and d(t), the measured acceleration, velocity and displacement histories in experimental time would be given by :
~

~

aCt)

=

1
23(t)

(5.3)

~
~
1
vet) = -vet)

~

(5.4)
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act) =

d(t)

(5.5)
(5.6)

t=t/JL

When the test is performed slowly, the actuator force would be given by :

f="Ma + Cv + r

(5.7a)

f= L Ma + l.Cv+r

(5.7b)

or

fl.2

fl.

The solution of Eq. 5.1 can no longer be obtained by using Eq. 5.2. Instead, corrective
tenns must be added to dynamically alter the commanded force vector. The corrective tenns are
necessary because the inertial and damping contributions in the force vector decrease as the rate of
testing decreases. The equatirns of motion including these corrections is :

f+

(fl.2 - 1) M

a+ (fl. -

1) C v = f

(5.8)

Rewriting this in tenns of the force that must be impaied on the specimen gives :

f=

f - (fl.2 - 1) M

a- (fl. -

1) C v

(5.9)

The ccmrnand forcing function can no longer be explicitly detennined before a test, but analog signals representing

aand v are available from transducers at each degree of freedom.

or attenuating these signals so that the force quantities Mij

Qj

By amplifying

and Cij Vj correspond to the calibra-

tion constant for degree of freedom i (in force units per veXt), analog corrections can be made to
the dynamic force vector. Apjiying the corrected force as the command to the actuator controllers
should then result in the correct spximen response, with appropriate scaling of acceleration and
velocity due to the rate of testing.
Unlike a conventional p;eudodynamic test, it is beneficial in this force method to perform the
experiment as rapidly as the hydraulic system will allCM'. The quality of measured acceleration and
velocity will likely decay as the test rate is slowed down, and the multipliers for these signals will
increase. This combination introduces the paiSibility of large errors. It may also be necessary to
}Yovide analog low p1SS filtering on the feedback values to remove spurious signals introduced by
random noise and actuator dynamics.
The errors associated with discrete integration ~rators in a p;eudodynamic test would be
removed with this new method. However, the preJE<ltion of the continuous function f must be
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done carefully. The nature of error propagation problems using this method will have to be
evaluated, since this is a different prolXem than the propagation of experimental errors through the
step-by-step integration operator that occurs in a conventional ~udoclynamic test.

5.2 Concluding Remarks
The new methocl prOJX>SCd here will be useful in certain cases, such as impact loading tests or
tests with rate sensitive materials. However, the methocl will require verificatioo tests, and also a
study of the error propagation effects from any errors in the feedback signals.
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6. AN UNCONDITIONALLY STABLE ALGORITHM
6.0 Introduction

The general Newmark time integration method presented in Cbapter 2 can give unconditional
stability when suitable values of

13 and'Y are selected. Since this class of stable algorithms is impli-

cit, their use in preudodynamic testing has been limited. The problem in using an implicit integration scheme is that no iteration can be used in a preudodynamic test, since a real specimen is being
moved and its behavior is in general path dependent. Consequently, proposed schemes for implementing imp.icit integration in a preudodynarnic test have all relied on being able to formulate an
accurate estimate of the tangent stiffness matrix at each step. If a good estimate of tangent stiffness

was achievable, this method could be used to calculate incremental disp.acements. However, complted incremental displacements have reen found to be sensitive to errors in the tangent stiffness
matrix. Furthermore, experimental evidence to date indicates that it is difficult to measure even
the initial elastic stiffness matrix of a structure. The estimatirn of accurate tangent stiffness values
at each step of a test would be a formidable task.
The formation of a tangent stiffness estimate on some step; may in fact be impossible, due to
the nature of the displacement increment vector on the given step. Even with a suitable displacement vector, it may be difficult to estimate tangent stiffness in a yielded structure due to ill conditioned measured pr~rty matrices. Also, the incremental displacements calculated for the next step
may be quite sensitive to errors in the tangent stiffness matrix as the structure yields and becomes
softer. On step; where an estimate of tangent stiffness cannot be formed, compensation techniques
will need to be used, such as reusing the last calculated tangent stiffness matrix.
The difficulties in measuring tangent stiffness and the inappropriateness of iterative techniques have forced preudodynamic impementations to use explicit integration schemes. However,
there is a great motivatirn to successfully implement an uncrnditionally stable scheme. As more
compex experiments with many degrees of freedOOl are tested, the explicit form limits the size of
t::J on the. basis of the highest natural frequency of the system. This is true even though the

seismic response of the structure may be dominated by a few lower frequency modes. This limit on
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step size is undesirable because it Jilysically increases the duration of a test, but more importantly,
because the number of steps to completion increases and error proJXlgation problems increase with
the number of steps in a test. In addition, incremental displacements within each step become
smaller, introducing the potential for problems associated with stress relaxation. An unconditionally stable algorithm would allow At to be selected to give accurate response in the modes of
interest without regard for higher mooe characteristics. Thus, the number of steps could be minimized.
Using the current form of the pseudooynamic test method, it would seem that implicit
integration methexls are ncr feasible and therefore that unconditional stability canncr be achieved.
This conclusion is based largely on a p.rrely analytical perspective, and ignores the fact that during a
pseudodynamic test there is much more structural information available, in the form of Jilysically
measured quantities, than in an analytical simulation. A new methoo has been devised that allows
an unconditionally stable integration algorithm to be used, without requiring either iteration or the
estimation of tangent stiffness properties. The new methoo relies on concertual changes in the way
pseudooynamic tests are performed, but does ncr require any additional simjiifying analytical
assumptions.

6.1 Time Integration Method

In order to describe and use the new pseudooynamic algorithm, it is necessary to select an
appropriate integration methoo. A variation of Newmark's methoo by Hilber, Hughes and Taylor
[24] has many pr~rties that are desirable in pseudooynamic testing. In particular, its numerical
dissipation prq>erties are ideal, with small numerical damping in the lower mooes, and increasing
damping in higher mooes. The level of damping is variable using an independent JXlTameter, so that
dissipation at a given frequency can be adjusted for any selection of !::.t. This algorithm is very
similar in form to that propcoed by Shing and Mahin [12], but the p terms in the latter methoo do
not have physical significance, and cannot be used in the implicit implementation propooxl in the
next section. The final form of the Hilber, Taylor and Hughes algorithm will be presented here for
completeness, interested readers are directed to the original paper for the actual development. The
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formulatioo jXeSented here will exclude viscous damping, since it is anticipated that numerical dissipation would be used to model viscous damping in the lower modes and to prevent error propagation effects from introducing spurious higher mode response. The viscous damping terms can be
easily added, oot it has been shown by Shing and Mahin [22] that the constant viscous damping
matrix may produce unexpected results in nonlinear tests. Following the notation of Olapter 2, the
method is:
Mai+1 + CV;+1 + (1+0:)T;+1 -O:T; = f;+1

(6.1)

d;+1 = d; + &Vi + (%-(3)&2 ai + (3,6,t2ai+1

(6.2)

Vi+1 = Vi + (1 - 'Y),6,t ai + 'Y & ai+1

(6.3)

The parameters 'Y and (3 are the same as in Newmark's method. \Vhen 'Y
sipation is present, and with (3

2::

~ ('Y

+ %)2

>

% numerical dis-

the algorithm is unconditionally stable for linear sys-

terns. The additional parameter 0: controls damping characteristics. Unconditional stability and
desirable damping characteristics were achieved in Ref. 24 by selecting :

l3

= (1 -

a)2 / 4

(6.4)
0~

'Y=%-O:

\\here the useful range of 0: was found to be -113

<

0:

< o.

\Vhen 0: = 0 these equations reduce

to the trapezoidal rule. The dissipative and period distortion properties are presented in Ref. 24
and are shown in Figs 6.1 and 6.2.
It is imJX>rtant to note that the new form of the pseudodynamic method presented here is not
dependent on a particular form of step-by-step integration scheme, but the Hilber, Taylor and
Hughes method will be used here because it has desirable statility and dissipative properties.

6.2 New Pseudodynarnic Algorithm
The significant difference between the new form presented here and conventional pseudodynamic tests is that in the old form the equatioos of motion were solved entirely digitally. In other

words, the solution was numerical, but based on measured quantities that were converted to digital
form. In the new method, a true hybrid approach is used. A JX>rtion of the solution is performed
digitally, and the remainder is done in analog form using feedback voltages from the specimen.
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The development of the new form was driven by the observation that as the specimen is
moved by the actuators, the voltages representing restoring forces also continuously change. Considering the system behavior en a typical step, as the commanded DfA ramp vdtage (Vd ) changes to

impa;e the desired displacement, the actual restoring force voltages V, change also. Thus, letting 8
descrire the portien of each step com}ieted, \\here 0 ::s 8 ::s 1, at any displacement di+8, the
corresponding restoring force is completely described by V,. As the step completes (8 = 1), the
restoring force ri+l is available in analog form. These voltages representing forces are not available
digitally to the ca:nputer until an ND read occurs, but can still be used to im}iement an implicit
integratien scheme.

Recognizing that analog force signals are available that represent the restoring forces for the
actual structural distiacements, the equations of motion can be rearranged as fdlows. From Eq.
(6.1) we can sdve for the accelerations at step i +1.
8i+1 = M-1

[fj+1 -

(1 + a)ri+1

+ ari]

(6.6)

Viscous damping terms have been disregarded in this formulation as explained previously, but can
be easily added if one wishes to use a constant viscous damping matrix. Now we can rewrite Eq.

(6.2) using Eq. (6.6) giving :
d j+1 = d j + & Vj

+ (% -13)M2 8j

+ 13&2M-1

[fj+1 -

(1+a)rj+1 + arj]

(6.7)

Collecting terms and using Eq. (2.14) (f = -MBag ) gives :
~+1 = dj + At Vj +

(% -13)l::.t 2 aj -13&2Bag + 13 al::.t 2 M-l rj
-13(1

+

(6.8)

a)l::.t 2 M-1 ri+l

Eq. (6.8) gives the implicit form for the displacements, and it can be seen that all terms
except the last one en the right hand side can be calculated with available information (and thus
are explicit). In an analysis based procedure the last term is estimated using an approximated
tangent stiffness. In an

e~riment, good

estimates of tangent stiffness are difficult or im}.X)ssible to

achieve, and the last term will not be known to the computer until the specified displacement is
reached.
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lhis apparent dilemma can re solved by changing the way the command signal is generated.

In cooventional p;eudodynamic tests, the command signal to the servo-controller is precisely the
oot}Xlt signal from the D'A ramp generator. It is propcred here that this re modified so that the
COImDand signal to the actuator is the analog sum of the ramp outputs, representing the explicit
terms of Eq. (6.8) and some analog function of the restoring force voltages representing the last
term of Eq. (6.8). It should re Doted that analog addition or subtraction of voltages is a simple task
that can be accurately ~rformed. Furthermore, the coefficient of ri+l in the last term of Eq. (6.8)
is a constant matrix that can re entirely calculated before the test regins.
There is a defined relationship between digital and analog representations of the displacement
and force signals which is given by :

d=G d Vd

(6.9)

~~~

~~

\\here the G matrices are diagonal matrices of calibration constants in physical units per volt.
The explicit terms of Eq. (6.8) are :
di+l =

dj

+ 1J.t Vj + (lh -

(3)1J.t 23j

-

f31J.t2B3 g

+ f3cx1J.t 2M-1 rj

(6.11)

Now, in analog form, we can generate the command signal for the implicit displacements at
step i +1 as:

V COMMAND = Gd - 1 dj + 1 - f3(1+a)1J.t 2 M-IGd - 1 Gr Vr

(6.12)

\\here the the G matrices and their inverses are diagonal.
The command signal described above is used as the desired displacement signal to the servocontrollers. By creating the command signal using analog feedback it can be seen that at ramp
completion, Eq. (6.8) will indeed be satisfied. Both the explicit terms and the term depending on
rj+l

have been applied, although the latter term is never known to the host digital computer. The

displacement arrived at after ramp completion de~nds on the forces generated by the new position,
and is unknown to the com}Xlter. Thus, the computer must read both di+l and ri+l for use in subsequent calculations.
It should be noted that the implicit scheme is implemented here without any simplifying
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analytical assumptions. However, there are some important differences between this methcx:l and
conventional JEeudodynamic tests. In this test, the command signal depends on the force signal.
As mentioned previoosly, the force signal tends to oollate due to servocontrol system dynamics.
TIlls a;cillation can be easily removed from the analog signal using a low JXlSS filter, \\hile the
underlying changes in restoring forces can be retained. The summation is easily and accurately
obtained using a summing amplifier (actually a differencing amplifier). Finally, the host digital
computer never knows the next displacement and must measure it after step completion. TIlis
means that there can be no checking of errors by the host computer, since there is no way to check

if the final pOOtion is correct. The lack of ability to track errors is not believed to be a serious
drawback, however, since initial elastic tests can be performed using an explicit formulation, to
ensure that the experimental setup is working correctly. These elastic level tests are used in any
case to assess system performance, and once the system is verified, the implicit tests can proceed
~uming

the actuators are imJX>sing the correct displacements. Also, the methcx:l of imposing dis-

pacements must be a one step process. Schemes that use multiple

subste~

to converge to a desired

displacement cannot be used with this impjcit form, since the final displacement is unknown.
Hardware and software modifications necessary to implement the methcx:l for a specific application will be presented in the next section. These are representative of the general implementation
strategy. However, alternate implementation methods will be described in subsequent sections.

6.3 Verification Test

6.3.1 General Information
A simple two degree of freedOOl specimen, shown in Fig. 6.3, was designed to verify the new
implicit form of the ~udodynamicmethod. The purpose of the test was to show that the methcx:l
\mrked, and that lit could be selected to give accurate response in the modes of interest without
regard for the highest natural frequency of the system. The specimen selected was a simple· two
degree of freedom cantilever, with the analytical masses cha;en to give widely separated natural frequencies. The 1\\0 natural frequencies were separated to model a multiple degree of freedom struc-
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ture where a group of the lower modes are responsible for the seismic resPJnse, and the upper
modes might contribute very little. In this simple two degree of freedom model, the masses used
were 0.001 and 0.01 kip sec 2 /inch (175 and 1750 kg) for degrees of freedom one and two, respectively. The resulting natural frequencies for the system were 3.9 and 19.9 Hz. The seismic
response of the system with these natural frequencies consisted entirely of first mode. The stability
oound on bot given these frequencies was At

< 0.016 sec. for the conventional explicit method.

The displacement at each degree of freedom was impa;ed by a 150 kip (667 kN) hydraulic
actuator. The actuators each had a 10 gpm (0.63 Iter/sec) MrS servovalves, and used ±6 inch
(±152 rom) Tempa;ooic displacement transducers for pa;itional feedback. Two MIS merlel 406
controllers were used, and these units had modified gain circuits, so that the controller gain could
be raised to give more accurate control. Two Validyne summing amplifiers were used to add the
voltages required to create the implicit command signal, as described later.
The tests used the NS COOlponent of the 1940 El Centro ground motion record, scaled to
have a 0.18 g peak acceleration. This record caused the structure to resPJfid elastically, so that
changes in structural behavior due to loading history could be ignored. As mentioned previously,
elastic pseudodynamic tests are the moo difficult to perform correctly, so showing that the method

\mI'ks in the elastic range is a sufficient validation, although it may be necessary to compensate for
force relaxation effects in nonlinear tests. Given the 0.016 sec. oound on /).( for the explicit
methoo, it was decided to use time steps of 0.01 and 0.02 sec to test the method. In this case, the
time Step values are not based on accuracy consideration in the lower modes, since the value of
0.02 sec. gives only 12 points per response cycle in first mode. This value of bot will introduce
period elongation of about 3% in the first mode response and will introduce some errors due to the
large step size, but the Pl.lIpOSe of the test is to show that lower mode resPJnse can be tracked
without regard to higher mode frequencies. In a real multiple degree of freedom test, bot would
typically be selected to give at least 20 points per cycle in the highest mode of interest.
Three experimental runs were performed, together with two analytical simulations. The properties of the runs are summarized in Table 6.1. An explicit test using a time step of 0.02 sec. was
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not perlonned because it would have damaged the specimen, so the analytical run was used to
demonstrate the effects of numerical instability. Preliminary experimental tests showed that friction
in the experimental setup resulted in roughly 1% effective viscous damping in the first mcxie, so
nondissipative fonns of the integration method were used. In the explicit analytical simulations,
the modified Newmark method [12] was used, with IX

= 0.05 and p = 0 to give roughly equivalent

damping characteristics. It should be noted that in the explicit form
negative or zero, \\hereas in the implicit form of Ref. 24,

Test
1

2
3
4
5

f:J
0.01
0.02
0.01
0.01
0.02

'Y

/3

IX

0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.25
0.25

0.05
0.05
0.0
0.0
0.0

IX

IX

was pa;itive and p was

is a negative constant.

IXscri ption
Explicit analytical simulation
Explicit analytical simulation
Explicit experimental test
Implicit experimental test
Implicit experimental test

Table 6.1 - Implicit Verification Test Sequence

6.3.2 Implementation Details

In performing a test using the new methcxi, there are ooth new hardware and software considerations. In hardware, one must sum the ramp outputs and the scaled restoring force outputs to
give a displacement command signal. The restoring force component is given by (from Eq. 6.12) :
(6.13)
For the given test specimen, M-l and the G matrices are diagonal. Therefore, each displacement command voltage will only depend

00

the ramp voltage and the actuator's associated restoring

force voltage. If M were not diagooal or if viscous damping terms were included, each command
signal would in general depend on all restoring force voltages. However, for the set of parameters
described above, the coefficient matrix is diagonal and all its elements are less than one in magnitude. MultiJ:~ying by the coefficient matrix can, therefore, be achieved by physically attenuating
the restoring force voltage before summing to create the disJiacement command signal. High precisioo ten turn potentiometers were used to attenuate the voltage according to the diagooal elements
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of the resulting coefficient matrix. The final command signals for each of the two degrees of freedom was then created by adding the D'A ramp output to the attenuated force signal. 1his setup
required two summing amplifiers and two Jntentiometers to implement the implicit summation. It
should be noted that since the implicit portion of the displacement has a negative sign, the
attenuated signal is actually subtracted from the ramp output. In analog form this can be achieved

by inverting the signal before adding.
The software performing the p;eudodynamic algorithm also requires changes to account for
the new way in \\hich displacement commands are formed. The flow of the algorithm is basically
similar to a conventional test, but the details are quite different. The algorithm is best described by
considering the operations performed during an arbitrary step. If we have completed the motion
necessary to move the specimen to the beginning of step i, the algorithm would be :
• Read the current displacement and restoring force vectors, as well as other data. Unlike
conventional tests, the measured diSJiacements must be used in subiequent calculations. The reasoo for this requirement is that on the previous step, the computer only calculated a portion of the
displacement increment, the rest was contributed in analog form. Therefore, the previous computed
displacement is not expected to equal the current physical displacement.
• Calculate the acceleratioo and velocity terms for step i using the force and displacement
vectors measured in the first step.
• Calculate the explicit COlIlJnnent of the displacement (<1;+1) for the next step. The incremental displacement is given by the difference between the calculated explicit component and the
current measured diSJiacements. The incremental diSJiacement is sent to the DIA boords and
forms the explicit portion of the command signal.
• Continue
The major changes, with respect to a conventional test are that measured displacements are
used, a different equation is used to calculate the explicit component of the displacement, and the
computer is no longer able to assess hem well the servo control system is operating. The importance

of the last point cannot be underestimated. If the system is not verified by performing glow level
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explicit tests, there is no way to detennine if the results are valid while peIfonning an implicit test.
Experience with the serv<rcontrol loop in these tests have shown that it is caplble of the desired
level of accuracy. However, blindly running implicit tests without verifying hydraulic peIformance
invites disaster.

6.3.3 Results
In COOlparing the results of the tests, the base case used is the explicit p;eudodynamic test
using !:!.t

= 0.01.

1bis base case is COOlplfed to analytical results and to experimental results

obtained using the implicit method. The selection of a pseudodynamic test as the reference test is
justified because the experimental equipment and algorithm used were identical to those used in
Cllapter 4, and that system was shown to provide accurate results.

In Fig. 6.4, the expicit analytical results and explicit experimental results are compared.
Numerical instability results within 18 step; when a time step of!:!.t = 0.02 was used in the analytical case. This behavior is expected since the stability limit for the system was At = 0.016. The

stiffness

matri.:~

used for the analytical simulatirns was experimentally measured. It was quite diffi-

cult to get a good estimate of the stiffness for this system, confinning the view that forming a
tangent stiffness on each step is infeasilie. The slight period difference between the analytical and
experimental runs with !:!.t = 0.01 sec. was due to errors in the measured stiffness matrix. The
results are quite gocxl, however, and for subsequent com}Xlrisons it is assumed that the experimental results reflect the a better estimate of the true response.
Fig. 6.5 shows the explicit and imtiicit test results with !:!.t

= 0.01

and the results are very

good. Again there is a very slight period difference, but this time both tests are experimental so the
real stiffness p-operties are measured. The period change is due to distortion induced by the stepby-step integration procedure, where the implicit method causes period elongation and the explicit
method causes period coo.tracticn [12,24]. This distortion is in agreement with the

o~rved

results,

and since there are about 25 Jrints per resJX>nse cycle, it is seen that the amount of period distortion is very small.
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The comparison between the stable explicit test and the implicit method with At = 0.02 is
shown in Fig. 6.6. The responses are quite similar, but there is a fairly large ~riod elongation in
the implicit test, roughly 3% as Ref. 24 predicts. This period shift is not important here in the
sense that the purpose of the test was to show that unconditional stability can be achieved, not that
excessively large time steps could be used to give accurate results. fu other words, one must still
select a value of At that gives accurate results for the responding modes, but it is no longer neces-

sary to consider the highest frequency of the system. In the implicit test presented here there are
ooly about 12 points per response cycle and this is not recommended. As stated before, at least 20
JX)ints woold be more desiralie. However, the time step here was ch~n to demonstrate stability
of the new method.

The magnitude of the explicit and imriicit Parts of the final displacement can be seen in Fig.
6.7. The implicit portion, contributed in analog form, is quite small, and some higher frequency
content is visilie. This high frequency content is often present in the restoring force vector even
\\hen the displacement vector contains only lower modes and is due to small displacement errors
and the stiffness coupling inherent in the specimen.
Fmally, to show how well the electro-hydraulic system was perlorming, a graph of an
actuator's error history for an explicit run is given in Fig. 6.8 together with an FFf of the errors.
These error levels are extremely small, and show that the assumption

~rfect

servo-control loop

behavior is justified \\hen adjusted pro~rly.

6.4 Extensions of the Implicit Method
For systems with diagonal mass matrices, the imriicit method is very easy to implement, as
described in this chapter, oot in other systems the analog summation becomes more complex. In
the general case, a displacement command signal for a specific actuator will depend on the restoring
acting in all actuators. Also, there is no guaranty that the elements of the coefficient matrix will be
less than ene. Thus, the simple attenuators used in the verification test described herein may not be
useful in a more general case. These observations would seem to indicate that a new computer
architecture will be desirable for a ~udodynamic test system.
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A much more versatile computerlhardware comtination would canpletely do away with the
concept of irnpaiing a linear ramp during each time step. Although the concept of time step for
discrete integration of the equations of motion would re retained, it seems desirable to change the
way a step is imposed. Ideally, it would be best to re able to continuously update state data and
the command signal as a step is being impa;ed. Given a system capable of performing read/update
cycles many times per second (on the order of hundreds or thousands of times per second), the
controlling software would re able during a given step to update the desired command signal on the
lmis of measured quantities. Each step would still be perfonned slowly as refore, but in the many
sub-step; measured data would be availalie that would allow the software to numerically update the
desired command signal dynamically. By using a high speed sample and uJXlate strategy the comJXlter could digitally simulate what the implicit method pr<:lpCSed here performs in an analog
fashion. Such hardware is already available, and achieving the necessary speeds would not be difficult. A powerful hest canputer would prooobly not re necessary, custom high speed coprocessor
controllers could be used to perform the needed tasks.
At first glance, such a new computer configuration may seem to excessively complicate a simrAe idea, but the advantages are enonnous. If a system is created that can update canrnand dynamically during a step, it no longer matters whether the mass matrix is diagonal, since the summation
of force related terms would take place digitally, so analog summing amplifiers would not be

required, the canputer could generate the implicit command signal. Also, it would no longer
matter if the tenns of the coefficient matrix that is multiplied by the analog force vector are larger

than unity, because analog attenuation would not be performed. Instead a digital matrix multiply
could be used to calculate the implicit comJX>nents. Additionally, proliems associated with analog
calibration of attenuators would be eliminated, since the various factors could be numerically specified.

In addition to handling a general implicit test without difficulty, the new hardware would also
open up a variety of tests not currently JXlSSible. Rearranging Eq. (6.8) so that we solve for
terms of known quantities and d i + b gives :

ri+l

in
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ri+l

=

M

13 (1 +a) at

2

[d i

+ !::J Vj + (Ih -13)!::J 2 3j -13 at 2 B 3 g + 13 a at 2 M-l ri

-d i + 1 ]

(6.14)

Now, using the new hardware configuration it \muld be pa;sible to perfonn tests under force control. The ability to perfonn force contra tests would eliminate the problems currently encountered
'\\ith stiff specimens. The force vectors were often contaminated in such systems by small displacement errors. Under force control, the electro-hydraulic system is very well behaved, so accurate
forces could be impa;ed and the resulting displacements could be measured. It should be noted that
the inverse problem of having displacement contamination due to errors in imposing forces is not
likely to occur in stiff systems. Such a system should be investigated. It may turn out to be best to
run in a mixed hybrid mode were sane actuators are under force contra and some are under disJiacement control.. This may be useful in extremely flexible systems or systems were stiffness may
actually go negative (due to buckling), since there \muld be problems in such systems under force
control.
Another very attractive awlication of the new method and hardware would be in performing
suhitructuring tests, \\here only a portion of the structure is }i1ysically tested and the rest is analytically modeled on the haits computer. The propa;ed system \muld allow the equations of motion for
the combined system to solved using an implicit scheme, rather than the mixed explicit/implicit
schemes prqJa>ed to date. Also, since sampling and update occurs during a step, it would be pa;sihie to continuously update the entire system, ensuring compatibility between the }i1ysical and
analytical portioos. In previously propa;ed schemes, it was always necessary to move the }i1ysical
portion, take readings and then u}Xlate the modeled portions, so response and calculation were
always out of step. The new method \muld allow }i1ysical motion to be updated dynamically as the
analytical portion requires.

6.5 Conclusions
The results of the simple tests performed here show that the new fonn of the p;eudodynamic
method propcred here \mrks well and has the desirable unconditional stability property. This
method has suhitantial advantages for testing systems '\\ith many degrees of freedom, \\here only a
few modes contribute to the response. The method can also dramatically reduce the time required
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to peIform t~ts by reducing the numrer of step:; that are considered. Reducing the numrer of step:;
will also

miti~te

error propagation problems. By increasing the average step size, actuator control

and force relaxatioo problems may also re reduced, especially if com1jned with the methods
descrired in Olapter 4.
The impicit method can no longer check for displacement errors \Wile a test is running, but
hardware performance can re easily verified with preliminary low level explicit tests. Once
adjusted, the hardware can be expected to peIform well. In addition to the advantages of using an
implicit integration scheme, the proposed new hardware configuration and p:;eudodynarnic algorithm would make many exciting new types of tests feasilie.
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7. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
7.0 Sununary
A generalized fann of the pseudcdynamic test method has been presented. An attempt has
been made to identify the important factors that must be considered by those f£rfonning pseudodynamic tests. In puticular, a unified fannulation of the equations of motion was presented,
together with awropriate numerical methods for solving these equations. Also, equipnent and
techniques for imposing displacements on the test specimen were evaluated, and experimental
errors and their effects on the test were discussed. Verificatioo. tests were f£rformed to assess the
f£rformance of hardware components and to determine the accuracy of pseudodynamic test results.
When properly implemented in software and hardware, the pseudodynamic tests were found to give
results comparable to th~ obtained by shaking table testing.
Since the pseudodynamic method is based on well known analytical techniques, me must
determine the awropriateness of the discrete rmameter model for the given structure, and also
recognize the errors (f£riod shifts and energy modification) introduced by step-by-step integration.

In particular, the lumped mass idealization used in the discrete parameter model may be inapJX'oJriate for structures with significant distributed mass [16,21].

In addition to these purely analytical concerns, one must also consider many physical factors
that awly to pseudodynamic tests only. The most important jilysical factor in a test is the f£rformance of the electro-hydraulic control loop. It has been repeatedly shown that good quality servocontra hardware, electronics and instrumentation is essential. In particular, the quality of the dis}iacement transducer and its signal conditiooing amplifier are crucial, as is the overall loop gain.
Similarly, a good software implementation and experimental procedures must l::e used. In addition
to mitigating error effects, the program must ensure that specified displacements are impG'ed
correctly. This seems best achieved by sending the entire disp,acement increment as the command

signal for each step. Iterative awroaches that attempt to converge oo.to a desired displacement
have been shown to introduce the type of systematic displacement errors that must be avoided in
pseudodynamic tests. If the electro-hydraulic contra. loop is incapable of imposing specified
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displacements accurately, it \\OOld seem that the loop comp:ments and their adjustments should be
examined to see where control improvements coold be made. Special problems may be expected in
yielding systems due to stress relaxation. Software procedures to mitigate these problems were
developed and found to be effective. With high quality equipment and proper implementation, the
p;eudodynamic method can give very good results. This is true even for low level elastic tests,
which have proven to be difficult to perform in the past. However, if rate sensitive materials are
used, then the conventional form of the JEeudodynamic method may not be appropriate.

An effort has been made to unify the approach to pseudodynamic testing. It seems that in
most cases it would be best to model damJing characteristics through a dissiJXltive numerical algorithm. As shown in Ref. 16, a constant viscous damping matrix for nonlinear tests is not recommended. Since pseudodynamic tests will autcmaticalIy iIlCOl"JXlfate many of the sources contributing to effective viscous damping (frictioo, localized yielding, etc.), and the test setup may add
other sources of energy dissiJXltion (clevis friction), a numerical method that can add small or negligible amounts of energy dissiJXltion in the frequency range of interest \\OOld be desirable. However,
significant energy dissipatioo may be required in the high frequency response ranges to control
error propagation effects. The integration scheme best suited to pseudodynamic testing appears to
be one like the modified Newmark form proposed by Shing and Mahin [12] or that proposed by
HiIber, Taylor and Hughes [24]. In performing implicit tests, the first form is not applicable, since
the additional p terms do not have }i1ysical significance and cannot, therefore, be used in analog
summation. Since the two methods are similar in form, both could be implemented simultaneously

in software, and the user could select awropriate JXlTaffieters to obtained the desired method.
In addition to the general oh>ervations on pseudodynamic testing described above, several
new techniques have been presented, together with verification studies, and the work can be summarized as follom. :
(1)

A generalization of the equations of motion to allow testing of nonplanar structures subject to
multiple compooents of base excitation has been implemented. The new form allows a general

six degree of freedom fixed base excitation to be used. A series of verification tests were per-
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formed using a stiffness eccentric three degree of freedom structure. Tests were performed on
a shaking table and using the pseudodynamic test method. Ground acceleration records of
various magnitudes were used. These tests showed that very good results can re achieved.
Past experience has shown that elastic tests are the ma;t difficult to perform correctly, due to
error prop3.gatioo effects. Reliable inelastic results can often be achieved even when elastic
results are not very good. The verificatioo tests described in Olapter 4 showed that the systematic errors can be reduced to a magnitude where even elastic level runs can be performed
accurately.
(2)

A formulatioo has been develqJed that \muld allow pseudodynamic test to be performed at or
near real time. This method would run under force control, and would be applicable for structures composed of rate sensitive materials. In this formulatioo, the errors associated with
step-by-step time integratioo are eliminated, but the effects of experimental errors should re
investigated.

(3)

A new algorithm and hardware layout has been implemented that allows implicit integration
operators to be used. Using implicit integratioo operators makes it pa;sible to ensure unconditional numerical stability for elastic systems, and to give reasonable assurances of stability for
softening inelastic systems. Stability concerns will become increasingly important as more
complex structures with many degrees of freedom are tested using the pseudodynamic
methoo. Using conventional explicit algorithms, such tests would require extremely small
time steps to be used to ensure statility. Error prop3.gatioo and other problems would
increase with the increased number of steps. The implicit algorithm would require significantly fewer steps. In addition to reducing error prop3.gation problems, this would dramatically reduce the time required to perform a pseudodynamic test. A verification test was performed using a t\m degree of freedom specimen with widely spaced model frequencies. The
results showed that the new method does eliminate the stability bounds on!::.t associated with
explicit methods, and also provided accurate results. The Hilrer, Taylor and Hughes integration method was used and performed well.
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(4)

A proposal for extending the implicit method, using a completely new hardware configuration
has been presented. Such a system would use high speed electronic read and uJXlate capabilities to allow very general schemes to be implemented. New capabilities made possible by this
configuration would include force contrd testing (especially useful for stiff multiple degree of
freedom systems), a completely implicit implementation of sullitructure testing, and a general
treatment of multiple support base excitations.

Based on these observations, it awears that the

~udodynamic method,

as described herein,

can currently be used to accurately test complex structures under general fixed base excitation. It is,

therefore, possitle to simulate many dynamic tests that coold not be performed on available shaking
tables. The size and weight limitatioos in shaking table tests, as well as the limits on the nature
and magnitude of the awlied excitation, are not Jresent when testing a structure using the p;eudodynamic method.

New tests must be carefully performed, however. Good results cannot be

achieved unless the system is working well. Preliminary elastic tests should always be used to ensure
that the electro-hydraulic control loop is performing adequately.

7.1 Recommended Future Work
The p;eudodynamic method, as described in Olapters 2 and 3, can be used to perform tests
rn many structural systems. Additional research is necessary to examine electro-hydraulic behavior
for stiff systems under displacement control. Attachment details for connecting actuators to more
realistic building frames must be designed, and methods to account for diaphragm flexibility should
be investigated. Additional work is needed to extend and evaluate current capabilities for performing tests on structural COO1ponents using analytical sullitructuring techniques. Also, software should
be developed to automatically perform system evaluation, to be used prior to and during actual
tests.
For more complex systems the implicit method can be used to ensure unconditional stability.
An exciting prospect is the combinatirn of the implicit methods with a new hardware configuration. The new system would no longer use the linear ramps that are used to impure each step of
current p;eudodynamic tests. The discrete time interval of a step would still be retained, but high
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sreed D'A and AID hardware could be used to implement essentially continuous read and update
capabilities. The test would still be perlonned slowly, but all information aoout state changes during
a step would be available for use while the step is being applied.
The development of such a hardware system would make many new testing areas possible.
The implicit methcx:l could be implemented digitally, rather than using the partial analog form
given in Gapter 6. It would also be possible to perlonn tests on stiff systems, by running the pseudcx:lynarnic method under force control. The availability of structural state data during a step would
also make it easy to perlorm suh>tructuring tests, where only a portion of the structure is physically
tested and the rest is modeled analytically. Tests with independent support motion on large structures would also be ~ble, since the stiffness coupling could be accounted for while the displacements were being impcEed on each step.
Investigation of error propagation in the implicit methcx:l should be perlormed. Physical stability of the electr<rhydraulic control loop should also be investigated for the analog feedback loop

used in the implicit methcx:l. Using the new hardware configuration would eliminate the analog
feedmck loop, but instability could still result if the update frequency was high enough to allow system dynamics to affect the command signal.
Although not addressed in this report, user interlace issues will become increasingly important as the pseudcx:lynamic methoo is used as a production test tool, rather than as the focus of
research efforts. In developing system software, one should alloor as much flexibility as possible.
:Many data items should be graphically presented while testing, including error status and user
requested information. The user should also be able to actively change test parameters during testing, it is not sufficient to only have the chace of cootinuing or aOOrting a test. Such a project must

be panned extensively before beginning. The software needed to actually run a test is minimal
compared to that required to create a truly useful laboratory tool.

7.2 Concluding Remarks
The results of the verification tests described herein show that the pseudcx:lynamic method
can provide seismic resJXlnse simulations that are as reliable as shaking table tests. In addition, it
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has been shown that camp-ex nonplanar structures subjected to multipe components of ground
excitation can be tested using a generalization of the equations of motion. The importance of physical setup aspects and of the software implementation of the }Rudodynamic test methcxl has been
highlighted, but it has been demonstrated that readily available laboratory equipment can be used
to perform very accurate tests.
A new hybrid form of the pseudodynamic method, using an implicit integration scheme, has
been presented and verified. The test results showed that the methcxl was as accurate as conventional }Rudodynamic tests, and in addition provided unconditional numerical stability. The new
method will allow complex structures with many degrees of freedom to be tested without stability
restrictions. 11le form of the implicit method suggests a new hardware architecture for p;eudcr
dynamic testing systems. The basic layout for such a new system have been presented, and it has
reen shown that such a system would be capable of performing many tests that would not currently
re feasible.

In view of the rapid develo}nlent of the method and potential difficulties in impementing
the system and interpreting the results, a cooperative effort between laboratories would be desirable. TIlis woold include the development of benchmark tests to evaluate pseudodynamic facilities,
establishing procedures for specifying confidence levels on test results, presenting information (such
as error spectra) in standard formats and assessment dissemination of changes in p;eudcxlynamic
test formulation.
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Figure 1.1 - Block Diagram of Pseudodynamic Test Method
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